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R. F. S Plfl'1'ER I NG <lF NI (:KE L A LLOY:S· 
hv 
t>:tvid c:1<·v_1,1v Hill 
AJ3ST1V\CT 
Tl1r, lt.1-'. fll)\tLlt~ri11g of r1ic"kcl al.l<>ys WilS in-
vcs t iga tc<i to cl1a rue le~ r izc tl1c i 11 tcr re lc1 t io11sl1 ip of 
t]1e d(~pos i tio11 para1ncters and to determine the comp-
sitio11al and microstructural variation of the deposited 
thin films. Materials in they and y+y' regions of 
both the Ni-Al and Ni-Ta alloy systems were sputtered 
on to glass substrates and carbon support films. The 
analysis entailed multiple beam interferometry, elec-
tron microprobe analysis and both normal and hot stage 
transmission electron microscopy. 
The deposition of the films is related to the 
measured sputtering parameters of time, R.F. kilovolt-
age4 D.C. bias kilovoltage and argon pressure. Specific 
attention is focused on the sputtering yields of the 
species and the sticking coefficients of the species 
as affected by the sputtering variables. Variation in 
composition from the target to the thin film is analyzed 
with respect to the sputtering parameters and the mat-
erial properties of the species. Finally, the stru~ture 
of thin sputtered films is related to the nucleation and 
growth processes, the surface mobility of each specie and 
' -
the mis-match of the solute species with respect to nickel. 
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ABSTRACT 
The R.F. sputtering of nickel alloys was in-
vestigated to characterize the in terrclc1 tionship of 
the deposition parameters and to determine the comp-
sitional and microstructural variation of the deposited 
thin films. Materials in the y and y+y' regions of 
both the Ni-Al and Ni-Ta alloy systems were sputtered 
on to glass substrates and carbon support films. The 
analysis entailed multiple beam interferometry, elec-
tron microprobe analysis and both normal and hot stage 
t:r·arismi.ssion electron microscopy. 
Th~- deposition of the films is related to the 
me·a.$~recl :sputtering parameters of time, R. F. kilovolt-
-~ge, D.C •. bias kilovoltage and argon pressure. Specific 
attention is focused on the sputtering yields of the 
species and the :S'ti·c-king coefficient:s. of tl}e speci.e.s 
as affected by' ·th_e sputtering var-iabl-es.. Va_riat-ion. in 
cornpos i·t.ion· from the target to· tli"e: thin. f:il,.m i.s an.·a·l.yz·.e::d 
with respect to the sputte~ing parameters and the mat-
erial properties of the species. Finally, the structure 
of thin sputtered films is related to the nucleation and 
growth processes, the surface mobility of each specie and 
the mis·match of the solute species with respect to nickel. 
l 
INTRODUCTION 
A. General 
Interest in the use of thin films lies primarily in 
the areas of microcircuitry for electronic devices and of 
protective coatings. The largest demand for thin films is 
in the electronic industry where thin film microcircuits 
offer small size, ease of fabrication and high reliability 
unobtainable with either mechanical or solder connections. 
Thin film protective coatings are now finding wide use in 
applications for wear resistance, corrosion resistance, 
heat resistance or a combination of these properties. 
Thin films also represent a very suitable vehicle to 
' 
stu4Y some of the fundamental properties and the structure 
.. of· :rna.te,ria .. l,s ·th.at are n.ot pos,sible to examine in the :bu·.l·k. 
Th..i~·n f.i .. l·m. de.posi.tion s·tua·ies have provided an· .invaluable 
:tool in: de.v.e.loping t:he general theorie.s .of ·n.u.cleati·on and: 
growth phenomena, while transmission ~lect.ro.n mi.croscopy 
and electron diffraction are now commonly used to study the 
fine structure of materials. Also, metastable phases have 
been deposited as thin films and the solid state reactions 
of these metastable phases have been investigated. 
Currently there are two general categories of com-
mercially attractive methods of thin film deposition; these 
are vacuum sputtering and vacuum evaporation. The 
2 
evaporation technique is generally applied where relatively 
pure metalswith melting points below 1000°C are required. 
Sputtering is usually applied to high melting point ma-
terials such as refractory or semi-refractory metals. The 
sputtering process can also be used to deposit the span of 
materials from conductors such as At and Ta to insulators 
such as At 2o3 and Ta2o5 by varying the sputtering technique. 
Finally the sputtering process also represents a more con-
venient and more controllable method for the deposition of 
alloys or multiphase materials than does vacuum evaporation. 
This research concerns the composition and micro-
structure of R.F. sputtered thin binary alloy films and the 
effects of the sputtering process variables upon these pro-
perties. 
:1:3.,=.. ~~he Alloy Systems ~-~yestigated 
The two alloy .·sys.terns studied :du.r,in_g· this investi.g·a--
tion were the Ni-Af and Ni-T·a binary systems. These1 sy·s·tems:: 
are being used or have high potential application for use 
as protective coatings for superalloy and refractory bulk 
materials and for the study of precipitation hardening 
effects of the y'-phase in nickel based superalloys. The 
primary physical properties of the elemental metals (Ai, 
Ni,Ta)_ used in this research are given in Table I[l]. Of 
the four major alloying elements that partition to they' 
phase of nickel based alloys (i.e. At,Ti,Nb,and Ta[2]), 
3 
aluminum and tantalum form the end members with respect to 
the properties of nickel. Based on the lattice parameter 
e f f e ct s in the n i ck e 1 b i nary cl 11 o y s , '-1 l L11n i n 11 rn 11 (J s ci + 6 % 
difference in atomic diameter and tantalum has a +18% dif-
ference. Comparing the electron configuration of they' 
forming elements to that of nickel, aluminum has the largest 
electron vacancy number (7.66) and tantalum has the smallest 
{5.66). In addition to demonstrating extremes in atomic 
size and atomic bonding, the Ni-Al and Ni-Ta systems ex-
hibit considerably different variations in the extent of 
both they-solid solution region and the width of the 
·(r+y') phase fields as shown in Figures 1 and 2 [3]. 
C=-. The Sputtering Process 
Sputtered thin films have, many characteristic pro-
perties wh-ich depend to a. s~ig11i_f_icant degree on the condi-
tions of deposition. As noted by previo~s investigators 
t:·h-e :~re:r1e-r.a·1 parameter·s: th::a·t :have a major e·ffect on the 
$pu.t:t.e·re:d thin f·i-lms are listed as follows: 
Cl) method of sputtering, i.e. type of input power, 
power levels, electrode configuration, sub-
strate bias 
I i.e . 99.99% Ar, nature and purity of plasma, 
. 90% Ar-10%N2 , etc. 
(3) composition, purity and morphology of target 
(4) rate of sputtering and deposition 
(5) temperature of substrate 
(6) nature of substrate, i.e. crystalline o.r amor-
phous, surface condition 
4 
-There are two general methods of sputtering: either 
direct current (D.C.) sputtering or radio frequency (R.F.) 
sputtering. The D.C. sputtering method is fairly simple 
in design but has certain limitations which complic~tc the 
deposition of thin films. The D.C. glow discharge diode 
sputtering technique can use only electrically conducting 
targets and is difficult to control due to the inter-
relation of a large number of variables. The ion current 
density, and consequently the sputtering rate, depend on 
the system pressure, the electrode spacing, the residual 
gas composition and the cathode-anode voltage. In D.C. 
diode sputtering, the gas pressure required for stability 
of the glow discharge is relatively high (25 to 100 * 10- 3 
torr). The consequent ratio of gas molecules to sputtered 
atom·s is high and results in frequent contamination of· the 
fi)~m... There are several p'ossible modifications whi·ch may 
be made. to the b.asi_:c .0 .,_c •. glow discpa.:rge d .. iode .sputterin.g 
te.chn·i.qu·e in t>~dE=.r to· :improve the cot1di tions of deposi·tion. 
By applying a signif.ic,a·ntly large negative potential to 
the anode {i.e. the substrate), low energy ions from the 
I 
plasma bombard the substrate with an effective cleaning 
action; this process is called D.C-. bias diode sputter-
ing [4]. Another variant to straight D.C. diode sputtering 
is the use of an asymmetric alternating current [5]. The 
asymmetric A.C. method is analogous to the D.C. bias diode 
process in that during alternate half cycles, the substrate 
5 
is cleaned. Lower deposition rates are achieved with both 
D.C. bias and asymn1ctric A.C. sputtering; 110\•.rc:vcr, the 
cleaner films produced somewhat compensate for this effect. 
Another method to attain clean films through the D.C. sput-
tering process is to achieve a low pressure plasma through 
the use of a thermionic emission source. The two variations 
on this principle are thermionically and/or magnetically 
assisted triode sputtering [6]. The D.C. triode method can 
maintain a plasma at a pressure as low as 1 * 10- 3 torr by 
the injection of auxiliary electrons from the thermionic 
source. One salient advantage of the triode process is the 
fine control of the current density through the variation 
of the applied magnetic field. 
The more versatile R.F. sputtering process as used 
:±.n the present research can be used to sputter from insula-
tors and semiconductors a.s we.1.-1 as metals w.ith .a high de·gree 
·of: _contr-ol of the pla~ma and t:he deposi tiqrt conditions. In 
a~ R.F~ system, control of the sputtering cbnditions results 
from the direct excitation of the free electrons present in 
the system by the R.F. source and the consequent production 
of a plasma at low pressur,es (1 to 10 * 10- 3 torr). High 
negative self-biasing of an insulator cathode occurs be-
. -
cause of the difference in electron and ion mobilities in 
the R.F. field and the resultant negative charge build-up 
at the insulator surface; high sputtering rates are there-
fore easily obtained for insulators. Metals may be 
6: 
\ 
sputtered through the use of capacitively coupled matching 
R.F. process over a D.C. diode process are a higher purity 
plasma, an increased mean free path of particles travelling 
through the plasma, a lower reactivity of freshly sputtered 
surfaces and a better quality film. The primary disadvan-
tage of using R.F. power is the design of feedthroughs and 
electrical apparatus to minimize reflected power losses. 
In analogy to the modifications of the D.C. technique which 
have been developed in order to provide a more versatile 
process and higher purity films, similar modifications have 
been developed for the R.F. process. Methods such as getter 
sputtering [9] are used to provide high purity plasmas; 
substrate tuning [10] may be used to provide either posi-
tive or negative bias at the substrate {anode)·; sputter 
etching may be used to preclean -e:i'.th-er the cath.ode or anode 
prior to -.s:puttering as we1i a~ being an import-ant high 
r·esolu-tion commercial ei;ch;ing p_r.ocess in and of .itself [ 11] • 
Re-active sputtering metho¢ls, \\Th~r-e.by ·compounds m·ay be de-
posited from metal tar·gets by t·h·e introduction of a reactive 
gas specie into .. the plasma, ar·e available in both the R.F. 
and D.C. technique [12]. 
rhe particular gas chosen for the sputtering atmos-
phere is dependent on three major criteria [13]: (1) it 
should be inert to the material sputtered, (2) it should 
give a high sputtering yield, and (3) it should be 
7· 
,:, . 
obtainable in high purity. The purity of the gas is para-
mount in that any reactive specie will increase the contami-
nation of the thin film. Argon is the most generally used 
inert gas for non-reactive sputtering and is the gas used 
for the present research. 
The target configuration for sputtering depends on 
the design of the sputtering system and on the material to 
be sputtered. A cylindrical cathode with magnetic field 
assistance was used by Gill and Kay [14] to sputter at a 
very low pressure (10- 5 torr). Steidel, Jaffe and 
Kurnagai[lS] used alternating rods of tantalum and aluminum 
with a D.C. biased, A.C. sputtering system to control the 
composition of the thin film. The most common configura-
tion is a set of parallel plates with a normal electric 
fleld :be.-tweer1 the cathode and anode. 
Th.er.e .are ·essentially three methods ·o·f target con-
P.tr.l1ctio·n for sputtering alloy thin films .• 
. .i...~i;vo·l_v:es de·position from a bi-metal t·arg·et. . 
..• 
()rte method 
A. bi --meta.I : . . . . . . . . . . . 
of the ailoy specie over the f.ace o·f· the .base c~ft:.h9de [ 16] 
o.r·· by inlaying strips or is'latids -of· the alloy·ing element 
.in the base metal cathode. The composition of ·the deposited 
film from a bi-metal cathode depends on the relative areas 
covered by each specie and the sputtering yields for each 
specie. A second method is to fabricate the cathode from 
powders. The two variants of this method are to plasma 
spray the elemental material powders on a base plate in 
an ir1(·1~t ettrnospl1crc~ [lG] or to sinter the elemental pow-
ders in the cathode configuration [16,17]. For both 
processes, the powders may be a single specie or a mixture 
of elements in the correct proportion. This method is 
particularly suited to high melting point materials or to 
multicomponent systems where the solubility characteristics 
do not permit solid solution alloying. The third and most 
obvious method for alloy sputtering is to deposit from an 
alloy cathode. When a multiphase alloy target is used, 
the morphology of the structure is an important considera-
tion since the alloy components should sputter at a ratio 
proportional to their local atomic configuration. It is 
imperative to reach a steady state condition for ·an. a1:1.oy 
target so that the sur.f,ace sputters at. a uniform rate i:n~ 
dependent of the phases: present~ 
D. Film Deposition During Sputtering 
While the primary quantities desired to be con-
~tolled during deposition are the sputtering rate and the 
depo·si tion rate, they in turn depend on a number of signi-
.ficant variables. The sputtering rate, defined as the rate 
of removal of target atoms per unit area and unit time, is 
a function of the target composition, ion flux to the tar-
get, and the sputtering yield for each specie. Analytical-
ly the relation may be approximated by (18]: 
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• N. = x. * J * y. 1 1 ·1 
• 
N. sputtering rate of • • - specie 1 -1 
atom fraction of • • • x. - specie 1 in -1 
J • flux - 10n -
y. = sputtering yield of specie i 1 
(1) 
target 
The deposition rate is defined as the rate of film growth 
and involves not only the sputtering rate but also the 
sticking coefficient of each specie, the resputtering rate 
and the evaporation rate. As given by Winters et al. [ 19], 
the deposition rate may be approximated by: 
.. 
.. o·. 
1 
·•· 
• • 
.o~ = s.N. - N. I - ,i • 
. ··1.. 1 1 1 ~·1 
. . . .~ ·1 
, I -· _. I 
= a·:e·p·o.s1t.1on rate of s.pec1.e 1 
N:. =- :sputte·ri.n<] ra.te., o:f s,p'E~.:c:i:e i l.. 
N,J_· = re:s·.p,u.tt.eri'ng ra.te o:t.· s .. peci.e·. i 
µ1 = evaporation rate of ,s4-cie i 
.Almost ,all :o:f ··th,e var·ia.ble-s in the sputtering pro-
cess influence 'the sputtering and deposition rates in a 
major way. The relationship of these variables to each 
other and to the sputtering and deposition rates will be 
demonstrated in the discussion section of this thesis. 
One variable that can be measured and controlled 
fairly well is the substrate temperature. The nucleation 
and growth mechanisms of thin films have a definite 
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dependence on the substrate temperature. Neugebauer [20) 
has n1ac1c~ <l cornplctc stuc1y of the condensation, nucleation 
and initial growth of thin films so that these aspects 
will not be discussed here. The substrate temperature 
also has a significant effect on the deposition rate and 
the composition and microstructure of the deposited film. 
The sticking coefficient as given in equation (2) 
is directly dependent on the substrate temperature as shown 
by Chopra [21]. As the substrate temperature increases, 
the sticking· coefficient generally decreases, the basic 
parameter being the relative ratio of the substrate tem-
perature (T) to the specie's melting point (T ) • For an s mp 
alloy target under steady state conditions (i.e. the compo-
s:ition of sputtered particles is the same as the average 
composition of the target) , the ·S:t'icking coefficient of 
each specie determines the change. in composition from the 
target to the film. For. l.ow· s:ub·s-trate temperature, say on 
the order of T /T, < o, .1., th.e f 1:1m will nominall:y have s mp· 
the bulk ta.rg ..et. composi ti:on und·er steady state condi tion:s ~ 
Mader [22] has shown that the relative substrate 
·temperature and the atomic size ratio are the major factors 
that influence the microstructure of thin films. At low 
relative substrate temperatures, films with atomic size 
ratios less than 1.1 form crystallinefilms and conversely 
films with larger size ratios deposit as amorphous films. 
The critical size ratio, below which crystalline f·ilms · 
.1.1. 
will be deposited, is shifted to higher values as the sub-
strate temperature is increased. These observations will 
be further explained in connection with the results of this 
research. 
Another salient point concerns the effect of sub-
strate temperature on the incorporation of gasses during 
sputtering. The mechanism of gas incorporation is the 
sorption of molecules, atoms or ions which dissociate upon 
collision with the surface, or of energetic particles which 
penetrate the lattice. Spitzer [23] has shown that, during 
the reactive sputtering of niobium nitride, the combined 
effects of substrate temperature and argon/nitrogen (Ar/N2) 
partial pressure ratio results in different rnicrostructures 
and significant changes in the Curie temperature for the 
,s:puttered niobium nitride films. For a constant partial 
pressure ratio (Ar/N2 = 35), an increase in substrate tern-· 
perature from 300°C to 700°C produced~ ;~ignificantly dif-
ferent nitride (i.e. a dif.ferent nit .. r.ogen. content) and re-
sul tsd in an increase in cur.ie te:mperature from 7.9°K to 
14.7°K. The incorporation of a gas specie depends also on 
the deposition rate, gas pressure and substrate potential 
and often the substrate temperature effects are overshadowed 
by these other factors. 
The final factor influencing the properties of sput~ 
tered thin films is the nature of the substrate. The ef-
fects of the substrate material can be separated into two 
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general areas: those affecting the sputtering process 
mechanisms and those affecting thin film formation. The 
substrate properties of concern with respect to the sput-
tering process are the electrical conductivity, thermal 
conductivity, surface texture and composition. The elec-
trical properties of the substrate, whether conducting or 
insulating, influence the potential of the surface of the 
substrate and can alter the plasma region next to the sub-
strate. The thermal conductivity determines the transient 
substrate temperature characteristics which, as previously 
noted, affect the sticking coefficient of each specie. 
The surface texture and composition of the substrate also 
influence the sticking coefficients by affecting the bind-
ing energy of atoms to the substrate and the mobility of 
the sputtered atoms on the substrate surface. 
With respect tb thin film formation, the stirfade 
-texture and the crystallographic structures of the $u:b-
strate are the major considerations. The nuc:leatio_n rate 
of the film depends not only on the deposition rate but 
also on the surface configuration (i.e. smoothness) and 
the surface wettability. The crystallographic structure of 
the substrate is important as to whether the film will be 
amorphous, single crystal, polycrystalline with a random 
or textured orientation or a combination of these. One 
of the most critical effects is the variability of the 
surface of the substrate and it is therefore imperative 
·1. 3··· 
. . . 
to have the surface thoroughly clean for consistent results. 
E. Purpose 
As has been shown in the prior discussion, each of 
the sputtering parameters influence either the mechanisms 
involved in the sputtering process or the material proper-
ties of the deposited thin film. The present research 
concentrates on the relationship between the sputtering 
process parameters and the material properties of composi-
tion and microstructure for the two binary alloy systems. 
The R.F. kilovoltage, the associated D.C. bias kilovoltage, 
the argon pressure and the substrate temperature are the 
sputtering variables measured and the chemical composition, 
phases present, crystallite size and crystal structure 
are studied f·or the films: . 
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DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
A. Sputtering Process 
Two types of targets were used in this research. 
One set of targets was fabricated by plasma spraying a 
powder mixture of the desired composition on a 1/4" thick 
by 6" diameter commercially pure aluminum target. Seven 
plasma-sprayed targets were made with the powder composi-
tions as given in Table II. The chemical and sieve analy-
ses for the elemental powders are shown in Table III. The 
second set of targets was machined from plate stock and 
theh~composition is given in Table IV. The plate targets 
were 6" in diameter with the exception of the 65.2Ni -
34.8Ta target which was fabricated from a chill casting 
and machined· to q. -4-:1/2" diameter disc. T·he plate targe't· 
tfuic:1( .. nes·s vari.ed with the total mat·er;i.al present. 
::Thre·e s·.ubs.t·rate configuration~· were employed in thi-s 
i.:nv.estigation with· a similar substrate holde·r for each • 
. The substrate holder was a 1/ 4" by 6-1/2" diameter plate 
with a 3" by 3" by 0.040"' recess and two clamps. The sub-
strate varied depending on whether the experiment was for 
deposition rate determination, electron microprobe analysis 
or transmission electron microscopy; ,each arrangement is 
I 
shown in Figure 3. The glass slides were cleaned with hot 
chromic acid, washed with de-ionized water, rinsed with 
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methanol and baked at 100°C - 150°C. Nickel grids (150 
me s h ) w i t t1 c~ i th c: r a ca 1- lJ on or s i 1 i co r1 n1 () r 1 cJ :,c i c] c s u I.J 1 Jc) r t f i 1 m 
were used for the transmission electron microscopy work. 
The clamps on each substrate holder were to assure positive 
thermal contact between the substrate and the holder. The 
beveled microscope slides and the plain slides enabled 
film thicknesses to be measured for all configurations. 
The sputtering apparatus was a typical diode sput-
tering setup as shown in Figure 4. The R.F. generator was 
a Lepel crystal controlled generator model number T-2-1-
MCl-X-BW which has a single phase output at a frequency of 
13.56 MHZ. The generator was matched to a 50 ohm load at 
a power level of 2000 watts. Power was controlled by the 
crystal driver control and monitored by a watt meter posi-
tioned between the generator and the n1atching network. 
:The .m:atching network was designed to match- ·the sputtering 
·modt1le and tar.get electrode to a 50 ohm imp.edance and thus 
an R. F. ~ilovol t meter, were :-located on the mat:chirtg l)et-
work and mea.-~:ured the eff ectiv~ kilovol tage between the 
target and the substrate. Cofi~ecutive adjustments of the 
matching network controls and the crystal driver control 
enabled precise kilovolt levels and zero reflected power* 
to be maintained. 
*The zero reflected power was_ measured by a 0-500 watt Bird 
meter and had an accuracy of +2/-0 watts~ 
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The vacuum pumping system consisted of a Sargent 
Welch turbo-molecular model 3102-D pumping system with an 
optimum vacuum of <10- 9 ton-in tl1e blanked off condition. 
An auxiliary mechanical pump was used to dot1ble 1Jump shaft 
feedthroughs into the sputtering cha,rnber. Either ultra-
high purity argon or prepurified nitrogen could be bled 
into the chamber through a needle valve. A titanium gas 
purification element, heated to 900°C, was incorporated 
in the argon line to insure the purity of the argon; it 
could be isolated when nitrogen was used. Between the 
chamber support column and the turbo-molecular pump throat, 
a sputter-shutter throttling valve was positioned to regu-
late the pumping speed (i.e. chamber pressure). Adjust-
ment of the needle valve and the sputter-shutter valve 
enabled a :c_onstan.t ar<a·on flow and pressure to be mainta>i.n:e·d 
i11 the: chamber • ·Four :va.·c:11.um gauges were employed to 
mea.s·ure ·the chamb_e:r p.res$u·re f-:rom: a:tmo·spheric to less th-a--r1 
1·0'"""' ·9 torr-: 
Veeco TG-7 ,Th:ermocouple gaug.e.: 
Veeco RG-86 Ioni,zation gauge· 
Pirani GP-210C gauge 
Veeco RG-81 Ionization gauge 
atm-. - 1~0-·,3 torr 
... · -1 10 
10- 1 - 1.0- 4 torr: 
10- 3 - 10 --i 0 tor.r 
The Pirani gauge and the RG-86 ionization gauge were simul~ 
taneously used to measure the argon pressure during sputter-
ing and the measured pressifre had a.n accuracy of 1 * 10- 4 
torr (0.1 rnicro.n) at 3 * 10-3 . to.r·r. 
The sputtering chamber consisted of three sets of 
e 1 e ctr o ci c s ,::in cl c1 rot a t a lJ 1 e s u b ~; tr iJ. t c 11 o l de r t (11) 1 e . 'l'w o 
of the substrate electrodes were adaptQblc to substrate 
tuning or sputter etching while the other was permanently 
grounded and had a resistance heater for elevated tempera-
. 
ture work. For all targets and substrates, the separation 
was approximately 10 cm. Both the targets and the sub-
strates had independent shields that permitted a selected 
set of electrodes to be used. The target electrodes were 
water-cooled and the selected substrate electrode could be 
water-cooled. The feedthroughs for the vacuum gauges, gas 
inlets and electrical lines were situated on the column 
supporting the chamber. 
The sputtering operation was divided into the three 
stages of pre-sputtering, sputtering and post-sputtering. 
·rrhe 9$·n·et·a.l: s.equence. wa.s to pl:ace the desired target (s) 
and: subs·trate (.s). ·in ·t·he :c:hambe:r:,1 p.ump to less· than 6 x 10- 7 
t·orr ,backfill w:i..tn c1.rg.on to, the spu.tte:r·ing= :p'ressure and 
sputter at th.e desired. parame:ters .for th.e desired time, 
pump to le.s::s thc.in 6: .x 1.:o= .... 7 torr and fin·a_1·1y backfill with 
nitrogen to attrt_osph.eric .. pressure and. remove the substrate fs) .• 
,. .. . 
. Sputtering on ·t:h:e ·substrate con1I11enced only after the target 
was cleaned, th~ sp~ttering parameters w~re stable and the 
color of th~,plasrna indicated a high purity argon content. 
A detailed description of the three stages is given in 
Appendix I. The sputtering parameters that were closely 
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controlled,and their accuracy are: 
Pressure 
- ±0.lu at Ju 
D.C. bias kilovoltage - f0.01 kv at 2 kv 
R.F. kilovoltage 
Reflected Power 
Time 
- ±0.02 kv at 2 kv 
- ±2 watts at O watts 
- _+2 sec 
• 
Parameters of secondary importance that were recorded were 
the forward power and the shunt and series settings of the 
matching network. A typical data sheet for a sputtering 
run is shown in Appendix II. A five hour sputtering run 
was made for each new target in order to insure cleanliness 
before a controlled run was attempted. 
B. Film Thickness Measurement 
Film thickness was measured using the Tolansky mul-
t.i.p:le be.am i.nterference technique (24]. A .. . partially maskeq. 
.:g:la·SS slide ·wa.·s used as the substrate for the sputtered 
thin fi.lms (see· Figure 3) • Th.e sputtered f·ilms were then 
cd~ted with a uniform high reflectivity .film by evaporating 
' 0 
·h.:j_g}1 p:ur.i·ty (99.99%) aluminum wire to a thickness of 1000A. 
'rhis :as·su:red the fabrication of a higihl·y reflective surface 
with a step height equal to that of the original sputtered 
film thickness. For the measurement, a Zeiss model WL re-
search microscope was modified by the addition of a Leitz 
multiple beam interference attachment and a polaroid camera. 
A monochromatic sodium lamp was used as the light source 
, 
and either a 75% or a 94% reflectance reference mirror was 
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used. The interference patterns were recorded photographi-
cally' or \•.rcrc~ rnc·c1st1rc1ci clirt:c~tly wi tl1 a micrometer eyepiece. 
A column adapter to cxtcr1c1 the cycr)ic.ce was used to compen-
sate for the Leitz objective in the Zeiss microscope.* Film 
thickness was calculated from tl1e amount of fringe offset 
according to the relation [24): 
d(.K) = m * (~) 2 
0 d = film thickness in A 
m = relative fringe displacement 
0 A= wavelength of light source in A 
(3) 
The accuracy of the technique was estimated to be +sol or 
better. 
C. Electron Microprobe Analysis 
A standard ARL (Applied Resea:r'Ch· tab-Qr:~tto.;ry) elect:roti 
probe -micro-analyzer modified with a P.ri:nc-et:on: Gamma Tech 
Model LS23 solid state detector :w.as ·used in tn·e poi·nt, .m:a--
trix and scanning modes :Of .-operati.on. Qualitative. an·a-l·ysi$ 
fpr all elements was accomplished with the solid state de-
t~ctor and quantitative analysis was performed with the 
spectrometers. The operating kilovol tage was ba1sed on the 
critic~excitation voltages for the desired characteristic 
radiations and on the depth of x-ray emission. The charac-
teristic radiation analyzed and their respective excitation 
*Leitz objectives are for infinity corrected eyepieces 
while the Zeiss ey~pieces have a finite focal distanc:e .. -
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voltages are: 
Ni K alpha, NiKa 8.33 kv 
Ni L alpha, Nir 0.854 kv 
,a 
At K alpha, A 1, a 1.56 kv 
Ta L alpl1a, TaL a 9.88 kv 
Si K alpha, SiK a 1.84 kv 
The depth of x-ray emission was calculated by the theoreti-
cal relation (25]: 
pR = 0.064 (V 1•68 - V 1•68) 
0 C 
where: p :; density of material, gms/cc. 
-
-
v·: --
.. ·C 
depth of x-ray emission, microns 
probe operating voltage, kv 
critical excitation voltage for lirte 
analyzed-,. kv 
{-4) 
With gla,ss .a.s t·he substrate, ·si. K. ·al·pha radia·t . .i.011 was used 
as an indoica.t·ion of the penetr:ation· :o'-f th.E! 'sputtered thin 
ti.lrn. 'I'he ,rnicroprobe was ope.r·ated at a kilovol tage that 
gave a depth of x-ray emission .less than the film thickness • 
. '11'.h·e sample current was either _.1 .• :QQ· natroamperes for quali ta-· 
.tive analysis with the s:olid state de-teeter or that which 
gave a count rate greater than 10,000 cts./sec. for quanti-
tative analysis. Fixed maximum counts were used for the 
solid state detector scans and fixed time was employed for 
the quantitative work. 
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The solid state detector scans were recorded on a 
multi-channel analyzer. The quantitative data from the 
spectrometers was recorded by teletype and, for large quan-
tities of data, on paper tape. A standard Z.A.F. (atomic 
number, absorption, fluorescence) correction computer pro-
gram for cor1vcrsion of intensity to weight percent, written 
by J.I. Goldstein and P.A. Comella [26], was used in this 
analysis. The absorption coefficient for nickel L alpha 
radiation in nickel was that given by the more recent re-
sults of Colby [27] rather than that given in [26]. The 
absorption coefficients calculated by the computer program 
for the binary alloy matrices were checked using the rela-
tions and tables in the NASA Technical Note D-2984 [28]. 
T·he standards for the analysis of the Ni-A.t s_ystern :were:: 
pure Ni ( 9 9 • 9 7 wt . % ) , pure Al ( 9 9 • 9 9 5 wt~ % J· and the 9 3 .• 1 
~ri -- P·· ·9: Al targe.t·· a·11oy; f:_or the Ni-Ta sy,s·:t.em_, ·the stand-
ards ·w.ere: p_ur·e Ni (99.97 -w.t. %) , pure ·Ta (99.9:+ wt.%) and 
the 65 .• 2.Ni ..;. 3it.:.8Ta target a.11<;:>y. These standard.s, were 
. . . 
examine:c~ itfter .me·-tallographic pol.i·~·hing with O. 2 5µ a·i:a111qn-d_. 
paste :~n-d_ the- $p.utt·ered films were analyzed in the a_s_: ..... ·s1:i.u:t~, 
tered condition .. 
D. Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Transmission electron microscopy was. performed on 
:'a-n- R.C .A. EMU-3G electron microscope during the early part 
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of this work and by a Phillips 300 electron microscope for 
the high temperature 11ot stage \vork tc)\vitrcls t11c encl of the 
research. The limiting operating characteristics for each 
• microscope are: 
Max. magnification (Normal 
Holder) 
Max. magnification (Hot Stage) 
Max. temperature of hot stage 
Max. kilovoltage 
RCA EMU-3G 
45,000x 
28,000x 
100°c 
100 
Phillips 300 
180,000x 
180,000x 
1000°c 
100 
Both microscopes were operated at 100 kv and the temperature 
of the hot stage was measured by a Pt-Pt,10%Rh thermo-
couple. The only other major difference betwee the two 
microscopes is that the selected area aperture for dif-
·fra,ction is a sleeve typ.$ for the R.C.A. model and a fixed 
·c·i;tcular typ·e, :e.i·ther· 2Q ·µ, 3011 :or :50: JJ di_arneter, for the 
and both struc:·ture: an-a: d.i:t'f_rq._ction .we:r:e monitored during--
' 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
General 
Several sets of controlled runs were made to deter-
mine the relationship between the sputtering parameters and 
the material deposited. Three sets of runs were made where 
a single target, the 93.lNi - 6.9Al alloy target, was used 
and the sputtering parameters were varied. Specifically, 
Table V shows the data for the runs made with time as the 
variable; Table VI gives the data for the runs with the D.C. 
bias kilovoltage as the variable; and Table VII lists the 
data for the runs where the argon pressure was the varia-
ble. A set of four runs was made for each target with the 
sputtering parameters held constant. Each set can be sepa-
rated into two short run-~, for whic-h. the data is given in 
Table VIII and T,ab·le r·x., tq show the dep.osi tion rat_e r.e1a~ 
tion with respect to the: target mat·erial and two long runs, 
·tor which the d·ata. is given i.n T_ab.le X and Table XI; tor 
··chern.icai analys.is by· the ¢_iec<t.re>.n: :m.i:,croprobe. The sequenc·e 
of the f-our run:s: from each t·a:tget. was first a two-hour run, 
then a ten-minute ~un, followed by a one~hour run and fi-
nally a five-minute run. Additional runs as given in Table 
XII were made from the pure aluminum target, the pure nickel 
target, the 93.2Ni - 6.8Al plasma-sprayed target, the 93.1 
Ni - 6. 9A.l a:lloy targ-e.t and the 65. 2Ni - 34. 2Ta alloy 
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target for the transmission electron microscopy work. 
Deposition Parameters 
'l'l1c fir~-;t set of results to be analyzed is the set 
given in Table V with the only controlled variable being 
the time of deposition. The D.C. bias kilovoltage and the 
argon pressure were very tightly controlled with a maximum 
error of+ 0.01 kv and+ 0.05 * 10- 3 torr respectively. 
With "perfect" matching for each run, the R.F. kilovoltage 
. 
is not constant and the average values given in Table V 
vary from a low of 2.44 kv (run #77) to a high of 2.59 kv 
(run #80). Figure 5 is a set of plots of the R.F. kilo-
voltage with respect to time for each run. The R.F. kilo-
voltage with an error of+ 0.02 kv is fairly constant during 
any run. The slight decrease at the start of some runs is 
due to a pressure decrease from 2.95 * 10- 3 torr to 2.90 * 
10- 3 torr and, as will be shown in late.r ·r·e.sult.·s, the R.F. 
·kilovol tage is somewhat sensitive· to ·the argon pressure:•· 
With tight control maintained on t·he D.C. bias kilovoltage 
and the argon pres.sure, the va·r·i.··ati·on in the magnitudes o.'f: 
:the averag,e R.F.. k.i.lovo·lt val·ues show no correlation to 
··these two major depos.i tio.n par.ame:ters ·and no relation to the 
other deposition parameters of time, forward power and re-
flected power. Thus the average R.F. kilovolt variation 
from run to run is due to variations in the external match-
ing network as substantiated by the slightly different. 
matching ·,network settings for identical time, power, n .. :"C·., 
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bias kilovoltage and argon pressure parameters. A change 
in tl1c! It. F,. k i lc)\/c) 1 t ZlfJ' · f rc)n1 tl1c· 1 C)W () f :2. /14 k \' t <) tl1c~ 
high of 2 • 5 9 k v r c 1) r C! s c n ts a c 11 an gt; o f a JJ pr C) :-: i rn ( 1 t t • l 'l 7'1o. 
By considering, as an example, a 0.10 kv difference from 
2.50 R.F. kv to 2.60 R.F. kv with a constant D.C. bias 
kilovoltage of 2.00 kv, these two conditions can be 
expressed by assuming a sinusoidal target voltage as: 
v1 - 2.50 sin wt - 2.00 
v2 - 2.60 sin wt - 2.00 
(5) 
(6) 
-The· major difference in the two relations as shown in 
Figure 6 are the magnitude of the R.F. voltage and the time 
in the positive voltage region. For equation (5), 0.2048 
of the cycle is positive and for equation (6), 0.2206 of 
the cycle is positive; a difference of 1.58 percent of a 
=.cycle.. Be.cause of this small change and d-ue- to the facts: 
·tha·t the target voltage is not sinusoid·:al and that the 
.Po-sit·ive part i:s.· ''·clipped" [29] ., the -Change is negligip·ler ... 
Thus, it can be concluded tha-.t. ·the. noted variation in the 
magnitude of the average R.~. ·kilovoltage: from ruh to run 
is insignif.ic-~nt and: th.at: t:h.e dep.ositio:.t1 con.d .. itions a:r~ 
th·:e s::ame· :fcyr ·al 1 e·_igh t r·un$. • :T.ak-·ing a ·we·igh·t.ed average qj~'. 
th.~= R .• F. k±lovc:tltages, the· e.i·gl1t r1.1n:s g:i.ven ·in: Tabl,e V 
rep:rese:nt- the fol,lowing deposition cqnditio.ns: 
2.01 D.C. bias kilovolts 
2.50 R.F. kilovolts 
- ] 2 . 9 * l O tcJr r z1rsJc)n IJrcs sure 
2 5 5 \v· cJ t ts f c) 1::-v.t a 1-J I_JO\·/C r 
0 vl cl t t S 1- C: f l C: C t C cl 1) 0 \•/ C• r.-
9 J. l Ni - 6.9Af alloy target 
Substrate water cooled & grounded 
With constant deposition conditions established for 
all runs, Figure 7 shows the increase in film thickness as 
a function of time. The curve is non-linear up to approxi-
mately lOOOJ or 15 minutes and shows an increase in the 
deposition rate from an initial value of 66A/min. to 
13ll/min. The film thickness is dependent on the sputter-
ing and deposition rates which in turn depend upon the un-
measured parameters of target temperature, substrate sur-
face temperature and potential of the substrate surface. 
The sputtering rate is .a function of target com.po~· 
sition, ion qurrent fl1..1x a:nd .. sputterin-g y:ields ·for e~·cn. 
specie as ·given by equation (1) in the irttrodudtion. The 
net sputtering rat~ :f·ror,i the al.l.oy· target may b.e expresse_a: 
as-:· 
(8) 
(9) 
For· the conditions of this set of runs, the ion current 
0 
.flux, J, and the atomic fractions of nickel, xNi' and 
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1· 
aluminum, xAt' are constant. The sputtering yields of 
nickel and al um in um mt1s t therefore be studied. Al though 
the target is water cooled, it does heat up slightly to 
possible around 150°C. This increase in target temperature 
is significant with respect to the low melting point specie 
aluminum but is negligible with respect to nickel. Because 
the target is nickel based (86.11 atomic% Ni) a two fold 
increase in the sputtering yield of nickel would be required 
to account for the two fold increase in the deposition rate. 
This increase in the sputtering yield of nickel due to a 
temperature increase is not plausible and later microprobe 
results show that the sputtering yield of aluminum is not 
large. Thus, the target temperature can be eliminated as 
a caus.e :of· t.he initial non-linear b_ehavior. A second point. 
wit,h re,spect to. th-e sputtering y,ie .. 1d and the associated 
s_putteri:ng· .r:at_e is :that a. ·thin .oxide filrn on the target 
·Th-is· fa.cto.r )nay l)e ·eliminated bec·au,se.· for 2Lll runs, the 
target was. prec-lean-ed for five. minutes bef.ore d:epo.s:it:iop 
and some of the .run.s were mad·e app.1;oximat-e1·y thir·ty· .m:iiJ·ute$ 
·after. ·t·h.e _pre·yiou:s :run without br.e:aking the ·vacuum. .. ·For 
thirty minutes at io-6 torr, if an oxide filrndid form, it. 
would be very thin and would be sputtered: o;.f.f in the five-
minute pre-sputter. It must be c.onc.luded. th-at. the sputter-
ing yields are fairly constant. Therefore·,. the net sputter-
,·. 
ing rate for a.l;.l runs is tbe same and doe;s n·ot give rise to: 
the non-linear thickness versus time curve. 
The dcr-)c)~;i licJr1 r-{.1tc is rclateci to tl1e primary quan-
tities of the sputtering rates and the sticking coefficients 
of each specie and the secondary quantities of the resput-
tering and evaporation rates of each specie as given in 
equation (2) in the introduction. The net deposition rate 
from the 93.lNi - 6.9Al alloy target may be expressed as: 
• • • 
D =DA!+ DNi (10) 
• • • • • 
·The :sputtering rates NAl and NNi are constant so they may 
b~ eliminated from consideration. The other six parameters 
·must be investig_ated to· see which may cause the initial nqn~ 
linear behavior. -a·nalogous to ·the targe1:, t-:ti-e substrate 
is water cooled bu-,t does heat up ·to: poss_i.bly as high .~s: 
200°C. The. s-ubs_trates w:ere gla_-s:s ·sli·des and bein:g ·.go:od. 
thermal in_sulators, the substrate .surface may· heat to ·high:er. 
ternperatµr,e--s.. A_s .. sl;J.ming the maximum substrate temperature 
as 250°C:.: ( .it· .CQUl'd be a~ great .9·S '_s·oo 0 c) I this WOUld give a 
zero evaporation rate for nickel, µNi' and a small evapora-
tion rate for aluminum, µAl. ·The effect of these two para-
meters is negligible and would be opposite to the observed 
trend in that the deposition rate would decrease as the de-
position time increased (i.e. as the substrate heated up). 
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More importantly, the substrate temperature has a signifi-
cant effect on the sticking coefficients. The sticki.ng co-
e f f i c i en ts o f n i ck e 1 and a 1 u n1 i n ll n1 are a 1 so cl c: r) c: n c i c· 11 t o r1 t he 
nature of the substrate. Initially, the substrLlte is cold 
and amorphous glass and later the substrate is warm and is 
a nickel-based thin film. An increase in substrate surface 
temperature from 20°C to 250°C will affect the sticking co-
efficient of aluminum. The increase in substrate tempera-
ture will lower the sticking coefficient of aluminum and 
will result in a lower deposition rate. Thus for the reason 
that the film is nickel-based and a substrate temperature 
effect on the sticking coefficient would give a trend oppo-
site to that observed, the increase in substrate temperature 
may be neglected. The change in substrate from amorphous 
·glass to a metal fil~however~ will give a major effect on 
b.oth s.ticking coefficients. Very l·itt;le data is av·ail-able 
o·n- .s·t:i.c.k.ing .coefficients becau_se txf th:e many po.ssibl:e c:orn--
. ly acc:e·pt·ed that for low re-lative su·bst·rate ·te.mpe·rat:ur·es, :a 
·metal vapor deposited on a ·St.1.bstrat.E? of .trre: _sarn·e m·ater:i:al 
will have a sticking coeffidi~nt of uriity. Yang et al. [30] 
have found that for a substrate temperature of 2·0°C {T /T 
· s mp 
:= 0~237), the deposition of silver gives a sticking coeffi-
-i.e:i.ent of 1.00 on silver and of 0.31 on glass. The sticking 
coefficient is also dependent on film thickness and should 
approach u~jty· fa~ self-deposition. For the linear portion 
.3·.0i 
, 
of the curve of Figure 7 where the deposition rate is con-
stant at 131 h/min. and the relative substrate temperature 
for nickel is low, T /T ~ 0.3, the sticking coefficient s mp 
of nickel may be taken as unity. The sticking coefficient 
of aluminum in this region is less than unity because the 
relative substrate temperature is high at approximately 
T /T ~ 0.56. Taking the major change in deposition rate s mp 
as due to a change in the sticking coefficient of nickel, 
this would make the initial sticking coefficient of nickel 
on glass on the order of 0.5 as shown in Appendix III. 
Qualitatively this value is quite reasonable and an increase 
in the nickel sticking coefficient from 0.5 to 1.00 as the 
substrate becomes a continuous thin film is :Consistent. 
Johnson [ 31] has shown a similar change in the stic-k-ing .q_o:-: 
e-!f·icient and: a·eposi tion ri1te· _f:o_r cadmium sulfide u-s'i-ng a· 
V'a .. cuurn mic_robalance. technique. :The sticking coef:ficient i~ 
a:lso· a·ependent on th.e n~-t spu.tterini -rate and- th.e .impurity 
·gas ·,concentrati-o:n so-: the,s··.e conclus'iOt1s are val·id only for 2. Ol 
D.C. bias kilovolts and .2.9 * IO-~- ·torr argon pressure. A 
final point concerns the resputtering rates given in equa-
tion (12) which are dependent on the substrate surface po-
tential. If the substrate surface and the plasma are at 
.. ground potential, then the resputtering rates will be zero 
and the non-linear behavior of Figure 7 is due solely to a 
change in the sticking coefficients. However, because the 
substrate is a dielectric and an R.F. field is applied, the 
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substrate may acquire a negative potential and attract low 
en e r g y i on s . 'I' 11 er c f or c u 11 t i l t l1 c f i 1 n1 i s c cJ r1 t i r1 ll C) t1 ~-:_; c1 n d 
the substrate potential is at ground, the resputtering 
rates will be non-zero. A positive plasma potential will 
similarly give a non-zero resputtering rate. An initial 
resputtering rate will give a low deposition rate and com-
plement an initial low sticking coefficient. Although the 
surface potential was not measured, it will be low and the 
resputtering rate due to the attraction of low energy ions 
will be low and possibly negligible. 
In summary, Figure 7 shows that for constant sput-
tering conditions, the deposition rate is not constant and 
increases from 66A/min. to 131A/min. This increase is not 
related to any sputtering parameters but to a significantly 
large incr,e:a:se in the sticking coefficient. 
Th.e: se .. c·ond: set of r~_n·s: to be analyz.e·o:- .iLs ·t.hat g:iven 
in ·Table VI. where the ·o::.:C. bias ki;·1ovolt·age is var·i:ed ·from 
0.45 kv to 2-.:s.o k·v. ·For these ·runs, the argon pres·su·re w:as 
tightly controlle:d 'at 2.9 * 10-a· t.cltr ·\\i'ith a .rna.x±m·um.- ·errcor 
of O. 05 * 10- 3 t:orr: and the :pow.e-r· 1E;ve1. wa·s set to: give: 
a desired D. C:. b·ia:s: ki.lovol·t,a·ge wi·th an accuracy of +o·. 01 
kv. The associated R.F. k:.ilovoltage was very stable during 
each run,varying less than 0 .• ·03 kv from the average value. 
The power level is very dependent on the degree of matching 
and at the low power levels, the system was run slightl·y 
unmatched beca,1s,e. the crystal driver control .is: too coarse 
:·~ 
to set the proper power level. As an example, for run #82 
the system could be matched at the fixed driver control 
setting to give zero reflected power (~ 200 watts forward 
power) but the D.C. bias kilovoltage would be higher than 
1.50 kv. It is also important to note that the power read-
ings are very misleading when the system is unmatched. For 
example, the forward power for run #85 is approximately 
twice that for run #83 and the reflected power for run #85 
is half that for run #83 while the R.F. and D.C. bias kilo-
voltages are the same and the deposition rate, as will be 
shown later, is identical for each run. This last point is 
a clear indicator that the primary electrical parameters 
t.o be measured are the R. F. kilovol tage and the D. C. pias: 
ki_:lovol:tage :rather than. the. R·.F. power inp·ut. The. final 
deposition parameteri time., was held at ten mirtut¢s for the 
'high· a·epo·siti.on r.·a·tes :a·nd was increased to · l.on-g:~r times f o·r 
tJ1·e 10.W D .. :c .. b·-ias. k:il:OV()l'ta<;res_, i.e. l .. :Q.Q kv, ·o.5:Q kv and 
0 •. _4·5 kv, because of: tJ1e d.i.f.·ficul ty of me-a$uring the thick-
:riess of very thin fil·rns by· 'the mul tipl,e: b:~·am interference 
t·echnique. 
', '"' 
As· can be. tiote·d, f.rom '!'·able VI, there is a ·cc5:t_.r.e.s-
pqno.i.ng increase in :tJle R. F. ki lovol tage as t·he D. c:. bias 
kilovoltage increases. Figure 8 is a plot of the average 
R.F. kv as a function of the o.c. bias kv showing the rela-
tion is slightly non-linear. The dashed line in Figure 8 
represents equivalent R.F. and D.C. bias kilovoltages. 
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The relationship between the applied R.F. kilovoltage and 
the D.C. bias kilovoltage depends on the capacit~ncc of the 
target and external equipment and on tl1e plasma cl1c::1ri1ctcr-
istics. A simple electrical schematic of the sputtering 
system and the location at which the R.F. kilovoltage and 
the D.C. bias kilovoltage were measured is shown as follows: 
R.F.r---
D.C. 
SERIES 
----- -----, I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
L - - - - - - - -.J 
-
. 
SHUNT 
....... 
-· ,· 
-Not, i:n·cluded in the schem-ati.cr ~:·re· th:e C·ct_:E?,a·c~ ta.pees .of the. 
p·l:·aSnta, of the target, of ·t·he :i..n.su:ia:,tic)n b·etween ·t:l1.e t:ar.:g:,et 
and the chamber and of the f~·ed:s_ from -the matching _network 
,to: -th·e· :tcirge.t. As written i·n equation (5) and (6), the 
vol.t-ag-~ app·l-ied: to the tar-<itet ·w-i·th respect to gro·u·nd- is: 
Tsui [ 32] has shown that by assuming a linear electric fi·el.d 
in the R.F. dark space, the D.C. bias value will reach 
0.999928 of one half the R.F. peak-to-peak voltage, i.e. 
V0 C/VRF = 0.999928. From Figure 8, the measured R.F. 
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kilovoltage, VRF,rn' does not equal the D.C. bias kilovol-
tagc as one would expect. The difference between the two 
results is that Tsui took the plasma at ground potential, 
i.e. VP= o. Because the target is a metal with low capa-
citance, the measured R.F. kilovoltage does not have to be 
modified by a capacitance ratio as Butler and Kine (33] did 
for their work. The R.F. meter does read the actual target 
R.F. voltage and thus the plasma is not at ground potential 
but at a positive potential with respect to ground. Simi-
lar to the analysis by Brodie et al. [34], the target vol-
tage with respect to ground is: 
where v is. th·e maximum positive po:tenti:a . i of the target 
with resp~¢t to the plasma. By Tsui's results,vRFlrn 
VDC + VP 
(14) 
-
-
0. 999928~ ·1 an:d: \r is very close t.o .-zer-o. ·rhe potential 
gradient of the R.F. dark space is (VDC + VP) R1 VRF m and it 
is this voltage which cic·ce:le.rates the argon iorts to. the, 
target. Stray capacitanc.es· between the meter po·si tion and· 
the t~rget surfac~ .ar~ not included in thi~ analysis; how-
ever, these are in parallel with the target and thus do 
not alter the target voltage. Thus the increase of the R.F. 
kilovoltage over the D.C. bias kilovoltage as shown in 
Figure 8 is due to an elevation of the plasma potential 
above ground and the magnitude of the R.F. kilovoltage is 
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equal to the net D.C. bias kilovoltage which accelerates 
the . ions. 
The sputtering rate and the deposition rate as a 
function of the net D.C. bias kilovoltage depend on the 
variation of the three primary parameters of ion current, 
sputtering yield and sticking coefficient. Figure 9 shows 
the target voltage variation based on equation (14). As 
Anderson et al. [35] have shown for a dielectric target, 
the relation between the applied voltage and the ion current, 
which is assumed independent of time, is given by: 
dV 
dt = I. /C ion (15) 
where C is the capacitance of the dielectric ·target.. For 
*1 R.F. sputtering of metals, C. is the capaci·t-ahce -of a fixed 
blocking capacitor. This gives the relatiop that~~ o:: Iion 
or that the ion current i$ directly proportion~! to the R.F~ 
target voltage which, .is. ~P'iJroximately equal to· ·the net :o. C--•. 
bias voltage, i.e •. !ion o: VRF.. For the purpose of simpli-~ 
·.•· 
fying the present a-n·al·ysis, the $puttering yields of nic.kefl 
and aluminum can. be- a·s,surne·a to be equal to that for the 
·pure species ~:ven th·:ough the target is ·a solid solution of 
aluminum in nickel. The data for the variation of the 
sputtering yield for Ni, Al, and Ta by Ar+ ions with re~ 
spect to the argon ion energy is given in Table XIII. The 
threshold energy of argon, defined as the minimum argon ion 
energy to sputter a specie, is given in Table XIV for Ni,Al 
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and Ta [42]. The sputtering yield data is scarce for the 
ion energy range of this study. Carter and Colligan {43] 
have made a complete review of the present sputtering theo-
ries and the expressions for the sputtering yield. Based 
on the published data of Table XIII, the sputtering yield 
data for nickel bombarded by nitrogen according to Bader et 
al. (44] and the sputtering yield being proportional to the 
natural logarithim of the ion energy, a simple analysis is 
given in Appendix IV to approximate the sputter yield of 
nickel and aluminum as a function of the argon ion energy. 
Figure 10 is a graph of the approximate variation of the 
sputtering yield with ion energy along with the published 
v-alue$ of Table XIII plotted as points. The final primary 
.I)cirameter, the sticking coefficient, was foµn.d in tne pre-
·vious section to vary initially from O. ,5 t·o I. 0 for. the 
n:ick;e-1 s.pe.cie. It. can thus be concluded that the ~tic.ki-n·g: 
ct>eff.icient f·or the nickel based alloy on glass vti-11 ini..;.. 
:t--i.al:lY ·1:>e· approximately _o:. 5. 
F·ig-ur·e 11 is a plot of t·he f:ilm thickness as a t·uno..;. 
tion of time for the· differen·t ·b .C. bias kilovol tage con.~ 
ditions. Initially, it can be noted that the deposition 
rate is identical for both the IO-minute and the 30-rninute 
runs at 1.10 R.F./1.00 D.C. bias kilovoltages. At the low 
R.F. and D.C. bias kilovoltages, the deposition rate is lbw 
and consequently, the sticking coefficient, which depends 
in part on the film thickness rather than on the deposition 
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time, does not change very rapidly. As shown in Appendix 
V, the governing equations for this 93.lNi - 6.9Al alloy 
target for two target voltage conditions are: 
i=l,2 
i=l,2 
0 1 = 5 alloy!l * 
0 2 5 alloyl2 
XN. . 1 1 * YNifi = 
y Ai, I i 
0.8611 
o.1389 
* ~iflYNijl + xAijlYAfjl 
xNil2YNi,2 + xAfl2YAff2 
Three major assumptions were made in this analysis: 
(1) The resputtering and evaporation rates are 
negligible, i.e. N~i =Nit= µNi= µAl= O. 
(2) The sticking coefficient of nickel on glass is equal to the sticking coefficient of alu-
minum on glass which is thus equal to a 
sticking coefficient of the alloy on glaas1 
• 1 e s = s = s 
.. Ni Ai ~lloy. 
-C 3) Steady state c.o.n.di t.tons e.xi·st .a·t the t:g._:1:-'"g:·e·t 
surface. 
(16) 
( 18) 
Taking th-e .R. F ~ k.i.iovol tage whicth.· is equal to· th·e ·net D. c·. 
bias kilovoltage', VRF ~ v0C + VP, Table XV gives the sput-
tering yield from Figure 10 ~~d the atomic fractions from 
equations (16) and (17) for each target voltage cortdition. 
If it is assumed that the sticking coefficient at the sub-
strate is not af·fected by a voltage change at the target, 
then salloyjl may be assumed equal to salloyj 2 • This is 
valid only for the initial deposition rate at t = O+ br 
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for steady state conditions at t >> 0. Equation (18) may 
then be solved with the data of Table XV. Because the ini-
tial deposition rate is known for the 2.52 R.l;,. kilo\tolt 
and the 1.10 R.F. kilovolt conditions (where short ti,me 
d~ta is available), equation {18) fort= o+ becomes: 
* 
XN i / l y Ni / 1 + XA & / l y A 9, / l ( 19) 
xNij2yNi/2 + xAQ,/2yAQ,/2 
This equation states that knowledge of the net D.C. bias 
voltage (the R.F. voltage) and the sputtering yields enables 
the calculation of the relative deposition rates. At the 
target voltage condition of 2.52 R.F. kv and 2.01 D.C. bias 
k-v·, the ii:1itial deposition rate wa.s 66 K/min. and at the 
target voltage c.ondition of :l._.:10 R.F. kv ·and 1.00 D.C. bias 
kv, the ini:t_i:a:1 d-epos·ition rate was 27 .5 t/m.in. By _setting 
D- ,- _ + eq·_.l.ial __ ·t_·_:o_· __  ·ef.t. her C)·f these known rat:es -- th_-• ·e.: d_ e.--P--· ._OS i tion -2- t=O · ------. ., .. ·, •.. . . 
rate ratio can bE! calculated and a calculated .fi1 lt=a::O+ can l:e 
fdund £:or e_.aton t.arg-e.t· volta·ge con_d:.ition. Table XVI giv..e.s 
the· :-r·est1:lt:s; 0,f .. equati:on. :(19!)- .f·o_r. both known ini ti,a-·1 depo---
~ 
- ' . 0 
a:rtd ~r1.~- A/mi·n. :are ve.r.Y close to th:e eJtperiment-a-1 valu.e_:s o.f' 
27.,5 ·i/rni_p·. ,and. 66 Afmin:. :Bas·ed. on th_e c·alcul·ated iri-itial 
curves are· a·rawn. ·on Figure 11 for the _c.o.n:d·ition:·s-. where onLy· 
one data pt):int i,s available. 
,. /• 
-~ 
9· . 
For the 2.50, 2.01, 1.50 and 1.00 o.c. bias kilo-
voltage cor1ditions, tl1e filn1 tl1ickr1ess for a de1)osition time 
of 10 minutes is experimentally known and by extrapolating 
the 0.50 and 0.45 D.C. bias kilovoltage data back to 10 
minutes, the film thickness for these two conditions for a 
deposition time of 10 minutes can be found. Figure 12 is 
a plot of film thickness for a deposition time of 10 min-
utes as a function of the R.F. kilovoltage which is equal 
to the net D.C. bias kilovoltage. The calculated initial 
deposition rate from Table XVI is also plotted on Figure 12 
and is analogous to a calculated film thickness for a depo-
sition time of 10 minutes. Where the experimental data is 
available to compare to, i.e. 1.10 and 2.52 R.F. kilovolts, 
the initial deposition rate calculated from ·equation ("19) 
and ·the data agree very well. As Figure· 1.2 shows i the -c_:a·1-
'Ctil.at·.ed initial deposition rate als·o: ag:r:e·es wit·hin, :exp:e·r-i--
mental error with the data for .the· ,0_.56. R.-F./.0.50 D.C-., :bias 
:and 0·.45 ~.F./0.4S n.c~ ·bi~s ·condi.-tion.s (·extrapolate·d from 
:3,'.0 minutes ·a:nd 2.0 :mi-rtµte-s re;;peoti.vel.y) • Figure 12 shows 
that at the- .. hi·g:he·r R. F·. kilcivoJ._tag.e:s, the experimental 
curve of film thickness deviates from the curve of the cal.-· 
cu.lated film ·thickness at ten· minutes based o.n ·the initial . . 
' . . . . -., . . .. ~. . . 
deposition rates. This deviation occurs because the stick-
ing coefficient is increasing from its initial value of 
approximately 0.5 at a faster rate for the higher deposition 
rates. Th.is: is evident for the 2.52 R.F./2.01 D.C. bias 
4-:0. 
" 
condition where the initial deposition rate of 66 A/min. 
film thickness after ten mint1tcs is significz1nLl},' l1i(Jl1c,.r 
than would be expected (750 ~). The high value of film 
thickness for the 2.50 D.C. bias kilovoltage indicates 
that the sticking coefficient has changed rapidly in the 
ten minutes of deposition as shown in Figure 11 by tl1e 
approximated thickness versus time curve. This behavior 
is to be expected because the film is 1280 A thick and 
the sticking coefficient should be close to unity. The 
final point is that the slope of the initial deposition 
rate versus R.F. kilovoltage curve of Figure 12 is a con-
stant value of 29.6 i/min. per R.F. kilovolt. This is 
expec.ted because ·the s·puttering yield in this ion energy 
region is approximately (a - ~) as shown in Appendix IV 
a-ncl the ion flux: i:s p:ro:port.ional to· v (e.qua.tion 15) ~- Tb.U.$ 
. . . . . . 
. .. b ., . . with D :,·.· S*,J*y ·where J ~: k.*'V a.nd y -~ a. - v ,, ·the der1.-va-
. . . . .. t·:ive of D ·w·ith respect t.o V is:·· 
... 
~~ = s * k * a == C:Ol)stant .( 2.QJ. 
By the :~,1Ja:lysis of the d.ata for the 2.01 b:.C~ b·ias ,~_i_l.-o:v.olt~-·· . 
. age condition as a- .fun·ctioh of-·, time, as previously discus~· 
sed, the s,ti-cki.ng c:oe,'ffic·iertt for nickel increases !:r;om-. 
about O. 5 to 1. Q.. Theref.ore· :u_nd.er :s.teady atate .c.ondition, 
t_h·e deposition rc1t.e .ca·n be expec-te.d: to, be a.pp:toximately twice 
,the ·initial deposit.ion rate as ·given ·in Table xv·r an<.1 the 
rate of change of the depos i tio·n ·rate with R. F. kil.9vol tag,e 
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A/min. 
. should be 59.2 1~.I··.k,; to be consistent with the change in 
the sticking coc·f L.ic.icnt. 
In sunu11a1-y, scvL~l~c.:11 major points are noted from this 
analysis. First, the R.F. kilovoltage is greater than the 
D.C. bias kilovoltage at higher kilovoltages due to the 
increase in plasma potential above ground; thus the R.F. 
kilovoltage can be taken as the net D.C. bias kilovoltage. 
Second, the three governing equations (16), (17) and (18) 
express very well the relation between the initial deposi-
tion rates for different sputtering conditions at constant 
sputtering pressure. Third, the initial deposition rate 
is linearly related to the R.F. kilovoltage (net D.C. bias 
kilovoltage) with a slope of ~:F~i,~in. over the kilovol~ 
tage range investigated. Finally, the sticking coeffi-c·i,ent 
-~:Pd the res·ul-ting variation i·n the deposi tio.n: rat-~ change 
mo."re ·r:apidly a:t the higller ~pu-tt'=-rin.g rat.es. 
The thi-rd :s:e't .-of .ruI1,~t to b~- stud·ied: ls·: t:he se,t given 
ih Table VII wher··e. ·the arg.ori_ Jpr.essure varied f.rom ·2:. 9 * 10- 3 
.torr to 34.0 *· 10- 3 to:r:t. "Per.feet" matching wa.s achieved 
f:O'l: ~-~oh.,. condition and ·the two deposition parameters of 
o:. c:. b . .i..·&s kilovol tag_e and time were tightly controlled. at 
12:. 01 + 0 9!· Q,l kv :and 10 minutes + 2 seconds respectively. :T:hi~ 
average values of the R.F. kilovoltage show a slight in-: 
:cre·ase with an increase in the pressure. As substantiated 
by the variation of the R.F. kilovoltages for the constant 
deposition conditions of the runs given in Table V, this 
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increase from 2.52 R.F. kv at 2.9 * 10-J torr to 2.72 R.F. 
kv at 34.0 * 10-J torr is not significant and is due to 
s 1 i g h t ch a ng es in the zn z1 t c~ l 1 in ~J n c· t '~v or 1-: ;1 ~; r c la t c (l to the 
power input. Although power is a dcJJositic)n l)t1rz1nH\t(:r of 
secondary importance and the exact magnitude of t11c for-
ward power may be misleading, as previously noted, an in-
crease in power (by the crystal driver control of the R.F. 
generator) is required at the higher pressures to maintain 
the 2.01 D.C. bias kilovoltage condition. This indicates that 
for constant power conditions, an increase in pressure re-
sults in a lower D.C. bias and R.F. kilovoltage. With con-
stant kilovoltage conditions, the increase in power cor-
responds to an increase in current which to a first approx-
imation means an increase in the ion flux. 
·The s·pu:t·ter:iQg an-a· ·depo:sition rates as a :£tirtc:t,.:i_·on 
:o:.f the a·rgon pre·ssur~ for cons-tant target voltage condi_-· 
t·ions ar·e c>c;,mpl-.±cated ·b.y: pla:sJna physics considerati.ons_.. :The 
ion flux depends not only on the applied fie.Id ·but ·al.s-o ot1 
·the ioniza.tion process and the mean free. pat·h. of ·the pa.rti~ 
.cl·e-s.. At: low: pressur-e.s :aJ1d at .constant, voltage ·c·ondit:ions 
where the sputtering ·y-i.el,q· is. not· a tunc.tiq:_:t1 q,f· pressure_, :th:e 
±on. flux, J, increases as the pr·e.ssu.re increas.~s (4 7] . This 
re·su-:1.ts· in a linear relation. betweep the sputtering rate a.nd 
th:.e pressure (equation: :9). _At h:i.gh ptessures, the mean free 
p·a.tb of .the particles is .s-m·a.11. ·.and sput:.ter.ed: a.to.ms are able 
4. 3·:· . . 
:, 
.- I o • ~ • 
to difft1se back to the target which results in a decrease 
in t}1c SJ)llttc~rir1~7 yic·l.ci. As !;}l()\•/I1 lJy IJac·crrc)ici ,1nc1 \vl1cncr 
[39J for 150 ev argon ions bombarding nickel, the sputter-
ing yield decreases at pressures greater than approx-
mately 20 * 10-J torr. Thus at high pressures, the ion 
flux is high and the sputtering yield is low. Figure 13 is 
a plot of the film thickness for the ten minute runs of 
Table VII as a function of the argon pressure. The analysis 
is complicated by the change in the sticking coefficient 
with respect to time as discussed in the first section. All 
of the ten minute runs except that at the pressure of 
2.9 * 10-3 torr give a film thickness greater than 1000 A 
·and consequently the sticking coefficient for each has 
reach unity. At the high deposition rates, the sticking. 
coefficient .c:l1ang.~s rapi.dly and the comparison ,of ·thi.ckne.ss 
data for c.qnsta·nt sJ1ort t.-ime. is·· no longe:r v~cy aocur-ate .. 
s,peci.-fically, ,quan:t.±-t.a.-t.iv.e evalua·t·iort of the :pr.oc·e.s.:s ca·nrto:t 
·be.· ma.de for· this- .cas~ du.e to the, unknown var:.ia_tion o.f the 
stick·ing c:oef:eicient with- t::ime· as: :a func:-t;ioh of the depos·--
tion r-ate, th.~ µnknown. variati,on of the' sputte:ring yield: 
w·i·th ·the ·pr·essure .. ·:r.t was· shown that f.or th:e .c:onditions 
.-·3 . o~f :2: -. :o·I D. c • bias :k iJ..ovo·lts: -and 2 .: 9. * .. l·O · tor-~ argon 
p.resst1re, ··the depositJ.o·n, rate: irtc+ea.ses. f·r-om initic;1lly 66 
A/rnin... to a .. steady state va-lue of 13·"1 A/ntin. I-f th_e linear 
portion of Figure 13 is i:xtrapolated back to '2 .. 9 * lo-3 
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torr, the film is between the limits of 660A and 1310A based 
on the deposition rates. Therefore, given an initial linear 
variation of the sticking coefficient with fi1rn tl1.ic;J.:r1c)ss, 
which will be more salient at low deposition rates, Figure 
13 shows an approximate linear variation between the film 
thickness, for a constant deposition time, and the argon 
pressure. 
By analyzing the variation of the mean free path of 
gas particles and the R.F. sheath thickness with respect to 
pressure, some qualitative evaluation of the observed trend 
can be made. The standard relation for the mean free path 
of gas particles is (45.] .: 
whe·r:e-
A = kT 
p1Ta212 
A·= the mean free path 
:p = the pressure 
er = the effective cross-st~.ct:·ib·h· d-:i.ametitr· 
·.. . _-. ~-- .· .• ,· .. 
. k -~ Boltzmann constant 
T = the temperature. 
:( 2:1): 
The effective cross-section diameter of ·argo·n ba·s:e:d o.n -van. 
0 
der Wall's equation is 2.94A [46]. With the pressure irt 
10- 3 torr {microns) and the temperature as 298°K, t-he: mean 
·f:re·e path as a function· o·f pressure is: 
( cm. ) = 
molecule torr)]- 1 
F.igure 14 is a plot of equation (22) for the pressure range 
.45 
studied. The variiltion of the R.F. plasma sheath thickness 
w i t 11 J) r cs s u re is ~1 f t 1 r1 c~ t. i c) r1 r1 c) t o r1 l y C) f t 11 c: c1 c· r1 s i t y of .i o r1 s 
but also of plasma-space charge relations. The density of 
ions is approximately equal to the density of gas particles 
which is given by equation (23): 
.!l - _B._ 
V kT 
p (molecules) 
3 
cm. 
-3 
= 9 _656 * 101s p(lO torr) 
T ( °K) (23) 
The space charge conditions are given by the Langmuir-
Child equation which relates the current to the voltage. 
The netdependence of the R.F. sheath thickness with pres-
. . 1 . . l d b sure 1s approximate y inverse, 1. e. x o: , as note y 
PAr 
Levitskii (47]. However, Cannara and Crawford [48] have 
shown the complication is that for a constant target voltage, 
an increase in the pressure has a oual effect, j_. e. to dec~-
rease the sh-eath. thickness ~n:d t.-o increase tlle ion curr.ent. 
'l'.he: _spu·ttering r.at·e i.s o.·irectly dependent on the -ion 
:current (eq-uat·ion {l)) a:ncl for R.F. sputtering without mag-
·net::ic assistanc.e, the ion cu-rrent cannot be· :$epa.r.at-e.ly con-· 
t'r.qlled.. A.s shown in th:.$·· p'r·_evious sect.ion, the ion .cur-r:ent · 
target voltag_.e- (equation (15)); however, the sputtering 
yield is a1$o a function of voltage (Appendix IV). For con-
stant target voltage, the ion current is not simply related 
to the pressure:. Tsui .[32] states that at the pressures 
of 2 * 10-3 torx:-· to= 20 ,*· .10-3 torr, the maj-or i ty of ions 
.46: 
originate at the ion sheath-plasma interface. This pressure 
range cor responcls to a n1ez1n f 1:c1 c· J)tl tJ1 c) f 5. 7 cm. to (). S 7 cm. 
respectively. With the mean free path, A, greater than or 
approximately equal to the sheath thickness, x, as deter-
mined visually (i.e. \>x), it can be assumed that the ion 
current is proportional to the pressure (i.e. I. a: PA ) • 10n r 
By plotting the R.F. forward power, which is directly re-
lated to the ion current for constant target voltage and 
perfect matching, as a function of argon pressure, the re-
-3 lation is found to be linear up to approximately 20 * 10 
torr as shown in Figure 15. At pressures greater than 20 * 
-3 10 torr, the mean free path becomes a factor of increasing 
.importance because the sheath thickness will be on the order 
of or gr·eater than the mean free· path (i.e. X>A) • Thus the 
io.-n· ctl.r·rent will not be simply relat:ec:l to the i.o.n .d.ensity q:i: 
'the ·pla_sma--·she.ath ·interface (or ·to t:he a-rgon: press.ure:) .. Al:$0 
tbe s_putter.ing yield w11·1 dec,r·ease at: thes,.e· high.~r: :p:r·es.stires 
-due: to the short :mean free p·ath and di.ffusion of s,puttered 
a:t.oms. back· to ·th::e ·t,arg-et.. Th·er·efo.':re,. :as.: th.e· dashe·d line· at 
·the :high pressures: shows in Figµr·:e 13., the- fi.lm. thickne.s:s· 
·for ten minute·s {which is telated to -the.: :sputter:±ng rate) 
should te:nd ·toi ·i·ncrease ·at .. a. :s·lowe:~ rate . 
... I:n summary, al tboJ1gh. the fil:t11 th:ickness data ·is: com-
pLicate·a by a changing stickin.g c;oeff.i.G . .ien·t, Figure 13 sho-ws 
that· the film thickness at t·en m.iritttes and: hence the depo-
sit:.ion ra.te :inc_,:r:-ea.ses as th.e p_re.ssure ·increases·:. A·s 
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qualitatively expected and as shown by the dashed lines in 
Figure 13 , the f i 1 n1 t 11 i ck n e s s for t c n n1 i r1 u t c s il 11 cl t l 1 (: r c f c) re 
the deposition rate is directly related to pressure below 
20 * 10- 3 torr and at higher pressures the rate of change 
of film thickness versus argon pressure tends to decrease. 
Composition 
The composition of the target materials for the runs 
given in Table X and XI was analyzed prior to determining 
the change in composition from the target to the sputtered 
thin films. Both the plate and plasma-sprayed targets were 
analyzed for composition and homogeniety and, in addition, 
the plate targets were analyzed for microstructural varia-
t.J.ons. The pure Ni, Ni-Al alloy and Ni-Ta alloy target ma-
t~rials were: metallographically polished and then etched 
.. ··t_h· M · · b. ·1 . . Et h* INJ.-: _· .·, .. a,r· , .. · e·s c . Both. the pure -Ni and the Ni-Al alloy 
pos .. :s:essed an equiaxed, fine· ,gxtain, sing le phase structure. 
. •. 
·'!'he: Ni-Ta alloy had a !i.ne preci·p_itate structure with fine 
platelets or n.e.ed'les ·of a ·sec:ond phase. Chemical analysis 
of these thr,·ee· plat·e ·target materials was performed on ·the 
electron microprobe using the pure elements as the standards. 
rhe analysis showed that the pure Ni and the Ni-Al alloy 
were homogeneous and of the composition given in Table IV, 
i.e. 100 wt.% Ni and 93.1 wt.% Ni - 6.9 wt.% Al respective-
ly. The analysis of the Ni-Ta alloyindicated 34.8 wt.% Ta 
*Solution of 20 gms. of cuso4 , 100 ml. ·H2d,,: ·100 ::r11l. HCl, 200 ml. c2H,50H. 
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in the fine precipitate matrix while a composition of 
about 42 wt.% 'ra \vas fot1na for t}1e second phase platelets 
indicating they were Ni 3Ta. The averQge composition of 
the Ni-Ta alloy is thus a little hig11cr in tantc1.lun1 t11an 
the value given in Table IV for the bulk alloy target. 
For the plasma-sprayed targets, both qualitative 
and quantitative analyses were perfonned. Qualitative 
analysis for homogeniety was performed on small cut samples 
of the plasma-sprayed target material with the electron 
rnicroprobe. The Ni-A£ samples showed a fairly uniform dis-
persion of aluminum particles with little agglomerated alu-
minum. This result is due to th,e fine,r size of the aluminum 
powder in comparison to that of t·:h·e nickel powder as given 
by the ~·±e.ve· analyses liste'd in .. T:able III. In contrast, the 
~ 
Ni-Ta s:amples showed signif·.i.G-ant inh·omogeniety and· agg-lo-
.er tantal .. um ~on;t.e_nt· pl.asm·a-s_prayed. ·s:amples, even thou_gh .both 
·the h·i·ckel :a-nd tan.talum. powders h:ave similar sieve a:n-aly~ 
$e .. s .(Tabile IJI) .• Quantita.ti·ve a-nalysis for n:ickel was .do:ne 
b.Y Coor$/Spect,ro chemi.q~l Laboratory usi·n.g .standard wet--
¢henrical a·,1.methlyg·ly9xime tech-11-iques. Two s_rna.11 sarn±?ie·s ,of 
e:ach of ·the :plci.srn.a--·:s·p.·ra-yed ·specimens were a.nalyzed; th_e_ 
·stated accur·acy for a duplicate analysis is + ·o .15 wt.·% N± 
(:_al:>solut:e). Table XVII gives the results of the!· qu-a.-ntit._a..;;. 
:i·ve analysis and Figures _1:6: ·a:nd. ._17 show the rel'at:ion b'e·-
tw·een powder composition. and pla.s:ma-sprayed t.a-rget 
4·9 .. ·. .-..
composition for the Ni-At and the Ni-Ta targets respectively. 
From Figure 16, the agreement between the powder 
composition and target composition for the Ni-A! pl~sma-
sprayed targets is found to be very good. The Ni - 3.4At 
target possesses slightly higher aluminum in the plasma-
sprayed target (3.88 wt.% At) than in the powder (3.4 
wt.% At). This small deviation is probably due to in-
homogeniety of the small plasma-sprayed specimen that was 
analyzed. It can be concluded that the average compo-
sition of the Ni-A! plasma-sprayed target corresponds to 
the composition of the powder. 
In complete contrast, the composition of the Ni-Ta 
plasma-sprayed samples s'ho:w little agreement with the compo-
sition of the powder. A.s. noted by the qualitative analysis 
wi.th: t_ne ele.ctron rn:ic.rop·robe, ·the Ni-Ta plasma-sprayed sarn-
p.1~$.. snowed signifi.c-ant inhomgeniety _and. this i.-s reflected 
in :1:p.e lack· c1:f- cor.respon·den-ce- b.etwe,er1 the: an.a.Ly.sis of the 
:Pl-asma:-$pr·ayed sampl .. e$- and the cornposi,ti-.c)n 0 1f tbe -powde·r ~-
To b:et.ter d.etermine the· :relation b:e:twe~n th.e Ni-...Ta _plasma-~ 
s:p_ra_yed- tar·g~.t -compo_s·itio.rt -a.n.d the :powder composi·t:ion, .. x:--
ray fluo.re-.scrence ana·lysis W9$ pe·r:f_ormed on both the _powde:rs 
and: the .plasrrra~·sprayed · sample-s. T:he. 1·ntens i ties :o·f b.oth 
the TaL and Tat. peaks were: ob.served. 
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The Ni-Ta powders 
.. 
showed the proper intensity· .re_lationships 
tents of 2 .4 w.t.-.·% Ta, 9. 7 wt.:% Ta a·n·d 17 .1 wt.% l'a. How-
ever, while the: p-lasma-~:spra,yed Ni -· -2: •. 4~a s_amp-le. indicated 
-SQ: 
approximz1tely the same tantalum intensity as the Ni - 2.4 
wt.;~ Ta powder, both t}1c Ni - 9.7'I'a z1r1c1 tl1c: Ni - 17.lTa 
plasma-sprayed samples gave approximately t11e same tantalL1rn 
intensity which was slightly higher than that of the Ni -
9.7 wt.% Ta powder. Thus, in contrast to the wet chemistry 
analysis, the low tantalum content (2.4 wt.% Ta) plasma-
sprayed target actually has an average composition equival-
lent to the 97.6 wt.% Ni - 2.4 wt.% Ta powder. The two 
higher tantalum content plasma-sprayed targets, where in-
hornogeniety is a major factor, have similar compositions. 
These compositions do not correspond directly to the compo-
sition of their respective powders, agreeing more closely with 
the wet chemistry analysis. There is fairly good agreement 
between the composition of the plasma-sprayed sample and the 
powder for five of the plasma-sprayed t:arg~ts. Also, the 
desired composit:io.n is relateq -to. ·the percent: su.rface. are:a 
covered. b.y .e·ach spe.c ie a1· :F.or the.se two reas.ons, the co;rnpos i·--
tion of t~e plasma-spray~d :target surface wi-.11 be ,a,ssUI11ecl 
-.~q_ual. -to tp.e c-ompo_s.i.tio11 of the powder. This .. assumptio.n is 
.t,n. er.ro:r .·for the two high ·t-a·:ri,-tal.um pl:asm_ct-._sp::rayed targe-ts 
' and will be further: d·i·sctts··sed _a:fter the· c5qt.npo_si;t .. ion a:n·a.l.y:~:i:s 
of the sputtere.d· thin films. 
. .. The:. ch~111ical analysis o.f ··the sputtered films wa·.s rnaa·e: 
on the fair·ly· thick films of tl'l..e runs given in Tables X and 
XI. For ·these runs, the d.eposition conditions were approxi-
m::at-.ely cons:tant with the argon pressure. controlled at 
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2.9 * 10-3 torr and the D.c. bias kilovoltage at 2.01 kv. 
The R.F. kilovoltage showed only minor changes in rn,il'.Jnit 1Jcle 
from run to run with a low value of 2.30 R.1;,. kv (rt1n ttf>3) 
and a high value of 2.56 R.F. kv (run #29). With a deposi-
tion rate greater than 100 ft/min., the 60-rninute runs gave 
a film thickness greater than O. 6 µ (6000 ~) , and the 120-
rninute runs gave a films thickness greater than 1.2 ~(12,000 
0 A). The specific operation of the electron microprobe de-
pended on the particular set of films analyzed, i.e. 0.6µ 
Ni-Al, 1.2 µ Ni-A!, 0.6µ Ni-Ta, or 1.2 µ Ni-Ta. 
The operating kilovoltage which gave a depth of X-ray 
emis-s,ion less than the film thickness was determined experi-
mentally for the O. 6 JJ and 1. 2 µ films sputtered from the 
.98·:.8Ni - l. 2~t pl:asma-sprayed ta:rg·et (.runs #31 and #29). 
F:i·gµr~ 18: .is a :graph of the s i.. .. _· _·. intensi:t:y as :a ,functio·n o:f_ 
· Ka · 
·the: microprobe: ki:l.ovoltagE3 fol;:" th·e. t,wo.: films. on g.·1:as::$ .. s:ub-· 
st·rates and :a bulk: sampl,e of, '' inf-ini.te" thiqkness. {the- Ni -
6.9AR, alloy s.ta-ndar·a} •. 'l.1he bulk alloy indicate·s: the siKct 
backgroun¢! .. int.e·n.s.:ity. ·cqmpa:r:ing the two films. :to this val·-
:u.e, the s 1i{ 'Cl i.n.te·nsity from th~· O. 6 µ and 1. 2·: µ f.il·rns i$ .gr.·eat--
:er for kilovo·lt'a:ge.s· g·reater t·han about ·1·3.8 kv and al:10.ut 2'0.8 
.kv respec.tively.. From eq:uation . .(4.) and with ·the- cri.ti.cal 
voltage $.~t ,rt :that.- f:o:r S 1Iz (V c J s i__ .. =· I. 84). and th.e den-
K Cl 
sity s·e<t a·t. th.a:t.:f.o·r _p·ur:e. nickel (~i = 8· •. 90), the- :calcu-
la.ted: k·ilovoltages for a depth of X-ray emis:sio·n. of. 0. 6 Jl 
., 
-:a.n·d 1 .• 2 J1. are 14. 2 kv and 21. 3 kv respect·i.ve·1y. 'lJhese 
·'5·2 :.·, .,.o: 
compare favorably with the experimental values. 
For t11c: 1.cJ\vt·r t~r1c·rcr,; ri:1ci iz1 t ic)n of A'lK {V f A~ 
.,~ a C 
(Cl 
-
-
1.56) and NiL (V JN. =: 0.[35·4), the kilovoltagc~s for a 
a. C 1 IJ {'( 
depth of x-ray cn1ission of 0.6µ and 1.2µ are slightly 
lower than that for SiKa· These are 14.1 kv and 21.2 kv 
for A9 .. K a and 14. 0 kv and 21. 2 kv for NiIJl • The higher 
energy radiation of NL_a (V fN· = 8.33) and TaTN (V IT 
K C lKa LJU, C aLa 
9.88) would require much higher operating microprobe 
voltages to achieve a depth of x-ray emission of 0.6 µ 
and 1.2 µ. The 0.6 µ films can thus be analyzed at a kilo-
voltage of 13 kv or lower and the 1.2 µ films at a kilo-
voltage of 20 kv or lower without penetration of the beam 
through the film into the glass substrate. 
The actual operating kilovoltages fihall·Y u.s.e(i :for: 
analys .. is wer.e chosen such .that the:y we·r·e lC=ss th.an. the. 
kilovoltage .that wo1.1ld cause comple·te penef::r.a.tion o:f the 
.. .-. 
thin fi.lm and at ·1e·as.t twice as large .as the: criti~al e~ci-· 
t'at,ion .kilo.volt-age, V0 , of the desired characte-r·istic :r;:acl-
iation, i.e. vq/Vc > 2. This was so that ihtensities sig--
;:n.-i-#1.can:·tiy 1-arger tb.?.tn ba.ck.g·.rou.n:d would: be proa·uc:eci an'd_· ~·.o: 
tha.t a·na'.11(si~t coul:d :p.e .c~rried: out i·n re.crs.onable time. 
·The character·istic radiations·: used for the Ni-At 
alloy thin films were NiK C'' NiLct and AtK a with cr·itical 
excitation voltages of 8.33 kv, 0.854 kv and 1.56 kv 
respectively. These films were c1.n.a·1 .. y-zed under t.he foll:c,w--
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0.6 µ thick film by Ni and Alr, at 8 kv Lo \ o: 
1.2 lJ tl1 i ck f i. ln1 L~i N i 1 ( <l I1 cl J\ fr'" iJ t 8 kv Ct .) l \ . 
1.2 µ thick film by NiLa and At' Ka at 20 kv 
A kilovoltage of 8 kv was chosen because it is just below 
the Ni K excitation voltage. Thus NiKa and NiKB will not 
be excited and will not fluoresce NiLa and AfKa· The re-
sults of the analyses at 8 kv and 20 kv on the two-hour 
1.2 µ thick films for all the Ni-Al targets are shown in 
Figure 19. With the two differences being the depth of 
penetration and the nickel characteristic radiation used, 
both operating conditions gave the same composition for 
each film. 
The characteristic radiations used for the Ni~Ta alloy 
fl.lms were Ni·K wi"th V fN .. = 8.3. 3kv and Ta with: V ·JTa_ = a c 1 La · c· · ·Lex Ka 
9. 88 
o·nl_y 
kv. Because the TaL~ 
O:n:.e analysis was made 
orit·ical 
.. 
urrder· the 
voltage • l.S 
following 
qu.it-e :high_,. 
cono.i-tion .; 
1.2 µ thick film by NiKa and TaLa at 20 kv 
T:h.e pos,si;bil,i ty of analysis of tant:alum at low kilovolt·crges 
using Ta.Mal was eliminated because! th~ cOrnpptel'.'.' program, 
u:se.d: t·o convert intensity to we·igh,t :p:ercen·t-, -could·: tl'o·t: 
analyze M lines. Thus the O. 6 it .anq ··th.e 1. 2 ll t·hic·k Ni-Al . 
thin films (Table X) were. analyzed under ·two different probe 
operating conditions and the 1.2 µ thick Ni-Ta thin films 
(Table XI) were analyzed at only one operating condition. 
Considering first the Ni-Al system, Table XVIII 
gives the weight percent aluminum in the sputte.red t·hin. 
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films obtained by microprobe analysis using the 93.lNi -
6 • 9 l\ .( t1 11 C) ~r' t.1 s t 11 (~ !~; t d 11 (1 d r ( I • rr }1 e a r1 <;.11 :l ! ) .i s us i r19 t 11 C IJ u re 
element standards gave similar results and the combir1cd ana-
lyses for wt.% Ni and wt.% Al gave a total composition 
close to 100 wt.%. The data of Table XVIII, from which 
Figure 19 was drawn, show the composition is uniform in the 
thin films. Preliminary ion microprobe results (49] • • s1m1-
larly show a uniform composition in the film. Figure 20 
is a plot of the average aluminum content of the sputtered 
films as a function of the aluminum content of the target. 
The dashed line in Figure 20 represents equivalent alumi-
num contents in the target and sputtered film; all of the 
analyses gave a lower aluminum content in the sputtered 
film than in the target. 
The lower aluminum c.ontE:1n.t in the thin fil.ms: is 
th,ought to be- :caused by two f:attors. F-i-rs.t., the: sput-ter-
ing yield of aluminum is lower than that o-f: n-ickel. s.e:c:o·na~ 
·1y, the stickin_g coef·fi·cient of aluminum is les-s tha.n that 
o:f nickel which is appr6~:im_c1tely, unity. 
The hig-hest al-um.i:.ti"utn cpnt_ent in a sputtered thin: 
:film results from the ·93.-lNi -- 6.9Al alloy target. As dis~ 
cussed previously, for this alloy target, the sputtering 
rate of each specie is proportional to the bulk target com-
position due to a change in the surface composition. The 
change from 6. 9 wt.% Al in the target to 3. 954 7 wt.% Al in 
the sputtered film thus gives an aluminum sticking 
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coefficient of approximately 0.55 as shown in Appendix VI. 
Witl1 t1 st1lJst1~atc temperature of about 250°C and a relative 
substrate tcmIJc1-.:1tu_rc~ wit11 respect to aluminum of T /T (:::1 
s ffiJ) 
0.56, an alurni11un1 sticking coefficient of 0.55 is qL1itc 
reasonable. Thus for the above conunon condition of deposi-
tion for the Ni-At targets, the sticking coefficient of a-
luminum can be assumed to be in the range of 0.55. 
The Ni-A] plasma-sprayed targets are bi-metal tar-
gets of pure nickel and pure aluminum and thus each element 
sputters as the pure specie according to the surface area 
covered by each specie. This is in contrast to the alley 
target where the surf ace composition is not the bulk ta~·get 
composition but adjusts according to the sputtering yields 
of each specie, as shown in Table XV. For the plasma-
~prayed targets~ the sputtering rate o~ each -specie is 
.governed by the area covered b:y e·ach. sp·ec i.e a·nd by the sput;~ 
tering yield of each spe·cie.. Thus the G:lJ.ang·e in composi-
d:~pe.nds no·t only on the s.t:_icking c:oeffici~nt, .. b·u·t ·als.o c:)n. 
the sputter·i.ng yie:lds. This i$ s:ubstantiateq by ·the 3 •. 9 
wt.% At :in the ·thin film sputt.ere·o. f.rom· thi~ :93, .. : lNi - ~6. ·9.i-\R,. 
alloy targ·et a$ ·compared to th,e 1 •. 5 wt: •. % At in the, thin· 
film sputtered from- the comparable -9·3 • 2N.i - 6 .• SA! pl:asma~ 
sprayed target. ,, The .fo.ur circles of Figure 20 correspond 
to the_ plasma-sprayed· targets and show a fair·ly linear re-
'la.tior1ship significantly depteS.sed from tb·.e ·dashed line. 
• 
For steady state conditions and negligible evaporation and 
be expressed using equation (1) and (2) as: 
= * * 
(30) 
• 
DNi 5 Ni YNi xNi 
The sticking coefficients should be dependent only on the 
substrate conditions which are common for all the runs. 
From the analysis of the thin films sputtered from the Ni-
Al alloy target, sAl and sNi can be assumed to be 0.55 and 
1.00 respectively. As discussed previously, the composi-
tion of the plasma-sprayed target is assumed equal to the 
composition of the powder. Using equation (30), the sput-
tering yields given in Figure 10 result in a calculated 
aluminum content higher than experimentally measured. J\ls:o 
noted previously, a target temperature of 150°C will have 
:.an effect ·oh titie sputtering yield of aluminum. This fac-
t·o·r ·was cor1sidered negligible on the: variation of film 
thi.t'k-·ness with time and was not re.quired for the analysis. 
:cYf the altimi:nl.Wl- stick:ing co.efficient fr.ortr the ailoy tctrg-et 
(Appendix ·vr·J ~ The t·q:;r.:-ge.t temperature f·a:ctor is, how.ever:,-
particul-arly important. f·o.r· the anal:ysi-s of the plasma~ 
sprayed target where the configuration of aluminum in the 
target is small particles of pure aluminum. As discussed 
by Carter and Colligan [43], an increase in target tempera-
ture will lower the sputtering yield of a specie. A target 
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temperature of 150 C will have a negligible effect on the 
s p tl t t c· r i 11 c.J v i c· l ci c) f 11 i c· }::. c! l ( T ~ 1-4 S 3 ° c ) bu t rn ay s i g n i f i -- ffi!) 
cantly clccrc~1se t11e spL1t ter ing y ie lc1 
660 °C). For example, by considering 
of aluminum (T = 
mp 
the 95.4Ni - 4.6Ai 
plasma-sprayed target and again using equation (30), a 
sputtering yield of aluminum of approximately 1.0 is neces-
sary to give a film composition of 1.134 wt.% Ai (Table XIV). 
An aluminum sputtering yield of 1.0 is much lower than the 
value given in Figure 10 but is plausible since the target 
temperature is not known exactly and may be greater than 
150°C. Thus the difference in the sputtering yields of 
nickel, 2.4, and aluminum, 1.0, and the difference in 
sticking coefficients of nickel, 1.0, and aluminum, o.55, 
result in a large drop in the aluminum content from th.e: 
plasma-sprayed target to the sputtered th.in f,i_l·m-. 
The complete microprobe analys i_s o.f the ?puttered 
the pure elem~-n.t st·andards ana· the 6:5 .• ~.Ni - -34-.-'E~·T?i ·all,oy 
standard. The -a.greemetit .between both analyses i$ very ·g,ood. 
The preliminary i-o·n mi·cr.oprobe re·su:lts [4.9J: also show a 
un·i:form compos i tio·n i_n. the Ni-Ta films: a$ i:n the Ni-Ai 
·film:$:.. The consistent decrease in the ·total weight· per.-
cen·t with the increa·se ih the tantalum content of the · .. · ·'' . . ,. ,· . ·,- . . . 
thin film occurs bec-au:se the ,computer program did not cor-
rect for a third el:e_ment,, a,:tg_o_n;. this factor will be veri-
·fied and .discusse<;l _later. figure 2:1. is :a plot of the 
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average tantalum content of the sputtered film as a function 
of the tantctll1rr1 co11tc·r1t CJf tl1e tarcJl.·t. I/or illl tl1c t,J.i-'r.:1 
plasma-sprayed targets, the tantalum conter1t of the sput-
tered films is lower than that of the target while for the 
Ni-Ta alloy target, the tantalum content of the sputtered 
film is approximately the same as in the target. 
As discussed previously, the Ni-Ta alloy target was 
analyzed to be 34.8 wt.% Ta in the fine precipitate matrix 
and about 42 wt.% Ta in the second phase platelets. The 
36.7 wt.% Ta in the thin film sputtered from the Ni-Ta alloy 
target is in agreement with the target composition. Being 
an alloy target, the target surface composition adjusts to 
give the composition of sputtered particles equal to the 
bulk target composition. Thus the approximately equal corn~ 
posi,ti,ons of the sputtered th ..in film and the target give .an 
,identi·cal stick:iing coeffi_c.i:ent for ·each specie.. Nickel an:.d 
t·anta·lurrt haYE;· :h:igh m~·l:ting po_in.t:s (Table I) and, therefore 
,a substra1;:·e t_empe.r~tur~ o,f 2so· 0 c is expected to have a :ne·g-
ligible effect on t.h.e st:Lc'.king c_o.effiqien.ts·. The sticking 
coefficient of bqt·h :ni··c·kel. a.nd· ta.nta.lum:· -Ci;:tn th.u.s be· taken 
a.s. unity. 
If sticking coeffic.i._ehts of unity are assunled fo:r 
'both species, the change in composition from the plasma~ 
sprayed targets ,to the sputtered thin films is due solely 
I 
to the different sputtering yields of nickel and tantalum. 
The high melting points of nickel and tantalum also dictate 
5,9 
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that a target temperature of 150°c will have no effect on 
the two sputtering yields. Because the target composition 
for the two high tantalum content plasma-sprayed t~rgcts is 
uncertain, only the data point on Figure 21 for the 9712Ni -
2.4Ta plasma-sprayed target is accurate. Analogous to 
equation (30) for the Ni-At target~ the deposition rate 
of each • for the Ni-Ta targets can be expressed specie as: 
• n· 8 Ta YTa XTa Ta ( 31) - * * -• 
DNi sNi YNi XNi 
The sticking coefficients of nickel and tantalum are unity; 
the sputtering yields of nickel and tantalum are found from 
the data of Table XIII, and the sputtered film composition 
was determined experimentally (Table XIX). Since the total 
composition must be 100 wt._%, • i.e. 
as· c·a·lculat-eq. in Appendix VlI. using ·eq~ati:on·S (31). :and (32), 
.·a-l=ong- w:i:th the ·f.ilm· .and J?:dwde_r :.c:ompositions. 
The 1-ow t·ant·alum :plasma--spr·a)ted target (2 .• 4 wt.~·'% 'I'·a) 
shows good agreeme·nt b.e.-tweett tl1.e "e~p-ected" composition ·and I 
tne powder cornpo-si:tion •. i This beh·a-vi·o·r agrees with the X-ray 
fluorescence ana.ly!3i.s a·nd· the previous. conclusion that the 
target surf ace· c·orrtp·:o.s.iti.on corre.sp<)n·c:ls to the powder cornpo-
:-s ition fo.r thi·s target:·. For t·he· two high tantalum plasma-
sprayed targets, the .. expected .. target composition does not 
correspond very well witl1 tl1c powc1cr com1)osition. Quz1lit;1-
tively, the sputtered film composition and the resultant 
"expected" target composition agree with the X-ray fluores-
cence analysis and somewhat witl1 t11e wet chemistry analysis 
in that both targets have similar compositions. The net 
conclusion is that the plasma-spraying operation for these 
two high tantalum content targets gave erratic composition 
results. Also, the inhomogeniety of tantalum in the target 
surface increases the inaccuracy of the target surface 
composition determination. Although the exact magnitude of 
the target surface composition is uncertain, it is clear from 
all of the analyses that the tantalum content of the tar-
get is greater tha·n. that of the sputtered film. Thus the 
difference in sput:te:t\ing yields of nickel, 2. 4, .and tan ta-
l~, 0. 98, _r:esult .in th-e decrease in th-e tant,a·lum .content 
from the p'l_as·ma~-sp,raye.d target to t"11.._e· s.:pu_·t't.ered :th.in fi'·l.m .. 
Th·e -po·s·s.ib-ili,t_y of a third ,.elem~nt or of trace e-1~·:-
meJi:tP was .. inve-st·igated using the s.o) .. id. $tat.e d·etec-tor o:f 
th·e elect.ran: microprobe. Three s:e-ts, of -samp:les: c·on.s:is·ting 
of· the target material and the two-hour $puttered- thin f.il.m 
.from that targ_et we·re ana-lyzed·. From the quantitative 
1nicroprobe -resu·I_:ts . ., the- J::Jas:i:s. f:o:r selection a:nd' th_e three 
·s:ets are· :as- follows·: 
.6-- J . 
.. L .. 
Basis for Selection 
No Af or '1\J in film 
Maximum Al in film 
Maximum Ta in film 
Target 
Pure Ni 
93.1Ni-6.9A alloy 
65.2Ni-34.8Ta alloy 
Thin Film 
Run #33 
Run #68 
Run #73 
The microprobe was operated in the scanning mode (8 µ by 
10 µ area scanned) at 20 kv and 1 nanoampere. 
The solid state detector scans, generated for a maxi-
mum of 50,000 counts, are shown for each set in Figures 22, 
23 and 24. The quantitative analysis for each sample is 
given alongside the scan. The notation on each scan is the 
channel number of the multi-channel analyzer, the charac-
teristic radiation corresponding to the channel and the in-
tensity in counts. The oxygen peak noted in each scan is 
the background oxy.g~n .level and is not .indicative of oxygen· 
or oxides in- the· sampl,.e$:.. Neglectin~· argon as an impurity_, 
none of the sca·ns showed any dete.ctable. i:rnptirl ty content " 
wi··th d~tect·ion bei·ng on t_he order of 0: .• 1 wt •. % o:f ·an· .:elemet1t·.-
C.omparing ·the: so .. lid state detector .scan of tne thin fi.lm to 
that of t:he. target material, the., p·-ur·e. N.i -and t:h·e N:i-Al sets 
are similar w·it-h a slight df;.crease in .. the.· intensi:.ty .of alumi-
num for the Ni-Al set. r·n coritr.ast, for the Ni-Ta set of 
Figure 24, the thin film shows an appreciable amount 6f ar-
gon in addition to the· change in intensity of the charac-
:teristic radiations o·f Ni and Ta. This argon content par-
tially accounts for the to·ta,l weight· per~ent for the Ni-Ta 
films not equaling 100 wt.%:.. As will be shown by the 
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transmission electron microscopy work, the Ni-Ta thin films 
frorn tl1is (~lloy tzirgc:t arc partially amorphot1s in strt1c·tt1re. 
This somcw11a t open s tructurc is 1 ial) le· tc) c~11 t 1:-a1) :1 r<JC)Il r·r()JT\ 
the plasma. As will be discussed, tantalt1n1 tencls to fc)r-1n i'ln 
amorphous structure. Thus the gradual decrease in total 
weight percent (Table XIX) with increase in tantalum in the 
thin film is due to a change in density and an increase in 
argon content. The pure Ni and the Ni-At thin films are 
crystalline in structure from the transmission electron 
microscopy work. The solid state detection scans of these 
films (Figures 22 and 23) show no detectable argon content. 
Fagen [50] has shown that for argon release from an 
amorphous alloy film, a temperature on the order of 400°C 
is required. The temperature of the substrate was estimated 
to be as high as 250°C. Thtis, argon entrapment is quite 
f:e,asible and. is enhanced py ·the. partially amorph<)us ·St.r11c.-
·ture :o·f the N:i-.Ta f·i.lms. .1-J. :se:cond·ary factor that. w::tll con·~ 
tribute ·tq ,the· tota:1 we:j_·ght pe.rcert.t not b.eing· lt)O :wt.% 
:and· which was· ,n:ot c.orrec·ted for in the c·omput.e:r pro:g.rarrj. is 
t.h;a-t th··e .:E.i.ln\s '. are pr.ob.a.ply. .not 100% densr~. 'Thus th·e argon 
,\' 
the deviation from a ·total analyzed composition ,o.f· 10.Q, wt,.%. 
In summary, seveJ;"a·l major points are not.-ed frotn .i 
the chemical analysis of· -t:he targets and the s·puttered 
thin films. First, ·the cha·nge in composition from the tar-
get ·to the. ,s'.puttere,d ·thin' film i.s dependent o.n. ·the sputtering 
:6:3 
yields and the sticking coefficient of each specie. Speci-
fically, as sl10\•Jn in t.}1e fc)l]<J\•/ir1<J t"1blc·, fer ar1 alloy t,1r-
get, the sticking coefficients determine the change in com-
position and for a plasma-sprayed target, both the sticking 
coefficients and the sputtering yields determine the change 
in composition: 
Target 
Material 
Ni-Ta alloy 
Ni-Al alloy 
Ni-Ta plasma-sprayed 
Ni-Al plasma-sprayed 
Change . Composition 1n 
From Target to Film 
No Change 
Decrease . Ta 1n 
Decrease in Ta 
Decrease in Al 
Explanation for Change 
or No Change 
s . f:::;j N1 5Ta ~ 1.0 
1.0 ~ 5Ni > sAl ~ 0.55 
2 .4 ~ YNi > Yra ~ 0.98 
YNi > yAl~l.O 
1. 0 ~ 5Ni > s ~ O-.S-5· Al ..... 
:Se·c-ond,· the temperature :ef:-fects at the ta-rget or at the ·sub·.-. 
s-t·r-at·e .do not influe:nce the sputtering of th:e nickel or t.an-
'talt1tn: sP.ecie ·w·hi.l.e both influence the s·puttering of the 
a·lutni:n:Um spec·ie .. Th··i.rd, ·th·e N=i..-.-Ta f ilnt-:s, which are partial~ 
·1:y· amor-phou-s, ·entrap argon while the Ni-A.l films, which- :ar·e 
cry,.sta.lli·ne, -<lo not show any detectable a·_rgo.n cont.ent.-. 
Target Surface Phenomena 
This section concerns ·-t:he e·ffec:t: .of .i-bn bombardment 
on the target surface. As previously hated in the intro-
4uction, if the target is two phase, each phase will sputter 
according to its local composition. Ih this research, three 
:b:asic target structures were used: two phase ·plasma-sprayed 
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targets (Tnblc III), single phase plate targets (pure Ni, 
pt1rc! ,\.9.. c:1r1cJ <JJ .. lNi - 6. 9A.9 a11oy) ;1r1ci a twc) 1)J1:1sc· !) 1 :it c· tar-
get structure (65. 2Ni - 34.STa alloy). Eac:11 c).f tl1csc target 
structures gave a different ion bombardment effect. 
Two sets of figures for the plasma-sprayed targets 
will be sho\vn as typical of the surface structl1rcs })cfo1-e 
and after sputtering. Because a large dpeth of field is 
required to resolve these surfaces, an ETEC scanning elec-
tron microscope was employed. Figure 25(a) is the unsput-
tered surface of the Ni - 9.7Ta plasma-sprayed target and 
Figure 25(b) is the surface after about 8 hours of sputter-
0 ing at a deposition rate of about 100 A/min. Figure 26(a) 
is the unsputtered surface of the Ni - 6.8 At plasma-sprayed 
target and Figure 26(b) is the surface after about 15 hours 
o:f sputtering at a d.eposition rate: of about 100 A,lm.in . 
. U'h·e unsputtered surfac·e:s. of Figure 25 (a) and. 2:6 {a) show 
.. 
~the characteristic· st1rfac:·e t9p.ography· du·e. ·to, :p:la.s:ma spray.~ 
.ing. ·Both :sur·face_ are sintila:l'.."' and indic:ate that compos.i:-
two m,ic:-rographS· c1.re tSrpical of: the u.ns.p·ut.te_re.d .sur:f:ac:e ·tc;>p-
.gr.aphy· of al1 the: plasma-spray·ed t.·arg.e..t·s.. The s1~utte:red 
:surfaces of Figure 25 (b:) and 2§ (.b): s:ho.w two s·ignif icant 
·points. First, b.oth :sur·f,a.c:es. poss:e$.s a very pointed tdpo:~ 
graphy consisting .of· c:oni.cal p:toj·ections and second, there 
is a definite s.:i·ze difference of. the conical projections' of 
, I. 
the two.: sur·faces::. T.he. ion ·bombardment effect- :fo.rming ·the 
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conical projection is due to the variation in sputtering 
yield with the angle of ion i11c:iclt·11(:cl ;t!; 11otc·c1 I)'/ :;t,·\v,-1rt 
and Thompson [51). On increasing the ion incidence angle 
from 0° with respect to the surface normal, the sputtering 
yield increases, reaches a maximum and then decreases to 
zero at 90° (parallel to target surface). Although the 
angle of ion incidence is normal to the target surace, 
the irregular plasma-sprayed surface enhances the sputter-
ing of surfaces at an angle to the ion flux. The conical 
projections are thus developed by the higher sputtering 
rates at these angled surfaces. The taller projections of 
Figure 26 (b) as compared to those of Figure 25 (b) results 
:from the longer sputtering time of about 15 hours from the 
.Ni-Aitarget, compared to a sputtering time of about 8 hours 
if-rotn. the Ni--Ta target. Thus the conical ·projections remain 
artd incre·a:se :in size as ·the ·sputtering ·time increases .. 
The single p ase _pli:1:te targets show very littl-.e ef-._; 
.fe-ct d-µ~- to ion: ;b.omb:ardrt1e:nt. in :comp.ar··ison to the :two ·phase 
N-i:~ira- c:1lloy _p:lat:~ t/arget.. P:-rio.r to :sputteri·ng, -the single 
phas:e t~rge,t·s we·re. :ho:t_ giv-en ,a metal.l.ogt~pb-ic po.lish -due: t:o 
their large· s_:ize whil.e the: sro_al-ler ·two phase ··Ni·--rr·a- a.l'lo.y 
·target wa,s: .Po.lish,ed: with 1 micron .di-amort·d· _p_aste w.ith .ran.dam; 
areas h:aving a·n: ·excetlent finish. The sin.gle :phase targ_e:ts: 
:showed only· the ou·tline of grain.- bou·nda:ti~s: after :sp.utter-~ 
ing foor· more than 8, hours fr·om eaGh -tar,get ~ .Other· ion etc:b:~ 
ing ·e:ffects :were n.ot no-tic·ed ,on ·the ·s in.g:le- 'Pha:s.e tar:gei::s. _ 
,. 
due to the poor surface finish. In contrast, the two phase, 
chill-cast, Ni-Ta alloy target possessed several interesting 
ion bombardment phenomena. 
As previously noted in the discussion concerning 
electron microprobe analysis, the rnicrostructure of the Ni-
Ta alloy target consists of a fine precipitate structure and 
second phase platelets or needles. This structure is shown 
polished and chemically etched (Marbles Etch) in Figures 
27(a) and 27(b). Specifically, Figure 27(a) shows two con-
verging platelets and the surrounding fine precipitate 
structure and Figure 27(b) shows the fine precipitate stru-
cture with very fine platelets and a path of lamellar stru-
cture. In addition, Figure 28 shows a hi.gh magnification. 
micrograph of the fj_rte precipit.ate ·matrix obt_a.in~d .. by s·can--
tiing electron mic:toscop_y.. Thi:s reticu·lated and p.la.t.e:l.e:-t· ., 
structure agrees with -the Ni--T·a pl)ase diagram of F'·igµr;e. 2 
.. 
. 
with respect t.o -t.he nominal :comp.osition (Table :.rv) and the 
s:harp C-hange .in the: s·olid s·ql,ubi.lit·y of tantalum in n_icke·1 .• 
.A-.fter mo::r.e than .. 8 hqu_ts of sputter.ir1g ·fr.·on1 the· ·Ni.~T.a 
'alloy tci:rget, .s .. ever,al ion e.tching effec-ts ._are e·v-ident as 
shown in Fig.ur~s 2 9. and 30-. First, there ·i$· preferential 
sputtering front ·the :tnatrt~ and the platelets_; second, hill--· 
ocks a-re fortcted ·.ra.ndomly.; ,and third, the ·:Ei.ne precipit·a.t:.¢ 
,s·t:r-ucture. is ·deve·loped by sputtering. Replicating and 
~h:.aclowing tech:r1.i·qu.es: ·were .perfo.rmed on the target surf·ace •. 
Subsequent tra·nsmi_s:sion ere·ctrqn microscopy reveal:ed tl:l~t: 
.. 
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the platelets are raised and that some of the hillocks 
a pp e a r to be c 1 t: \i , t t c .. c1 a r 1 d s (J n1 c· t l t· !_J 1· c· : ) ~-; c: cl • '1' 11 C! h i 11 c) c k form-
ation is a phcnon1ena due solely to ior1 bon1barc]rnent as dis-
cussed by Bayly [52]. The development of the sputter-etched 
precipitate and platelet structures is due to the variation 
in the net sputtering rate with local atomic composition. 
The precipitate structure is not a chemically homogeneous 
structure on the fine precipitate size scale and thus the 
precipitates and the area in between them sputter at dif-
ferent rates. The platelets are high in tantalum ( ~ 42 
wt.%) compared to the precipitate matrix <~ 34.8 wt.%) and 
are expected to sputter at a significantly different rate 
than the matrix. As previously discussed, the sputtering 
yie:.ld of tantalum is lower than that of nickel. Thus the 
h-igh tantalum conten.t platelets sputter at a slower rat,e 
than the matrix and form the elevated structure. ·This 
topography ch'ange :re.s.u.l.ts in a ch·ange· in surface ·c·ompo·sition 
su·ch. that the corrtp,osition :Of sputte·red par,tic·les is e·qual to 
the average bulk composition~ 
In summary, thi_s .i.r1v$-st-i.ga.-t·ion of t-h·e:, su-rf'a-ce top:o-, 
.g.raphy before and aft.er sputtering reveal,s, the dependence: 
of the sputtering rate -on th~ angle of· ion incidence an.d· on 
• the local atomic cornposi:tion., 
,, 
• 
Microstructure 
Tl1("' ci~1 tz1 for the runs made for transmission electron 
micros cc)fJ:/ arc~ 1 is tu cl i r1 'rill) .1 c: x I I . For eacr1 run, two nickel 
grids with carbon support films were used and, in addition, 
run #91 and #92 included two nickel grids with silicon monox-
ide support films. The deposition rate for all the runs 
0 0 
was on the order of lOOA/min +20A/min. depending on the 
sputtering kilovoltages and argon pressure. Prior to depo-
sition, care was taken to assure that the plasma was high 
purity argon with the characteristic light blue color. Each 
of the micrographs of this section will be accompanied by 
the run number, the target, the nominal film composition, 
the film thickness and the magnification. The results of 
the as-sputtered thin films are presented and discussed 
first; the hot stage transmission electron microscopy re-
s:ults .a.re show·n an.d discus·sed separately·. 
The. pure aluminum and pure nick-el thin films.· w.e.r.e :d:e·-+ 
:Po··s.iJ:ed. un.de-r -similar conditions wi .. t·h the deposition: -time. 
.. 
-~il)o·ut 250A-, ·5.00A.,. -.an·d 75.0A respectively and for the pure 
11.iGke:1 set, th.ey ··weire 300il, 6001\ and 900l\ respectively. 
..... 
. .. () 
·Th.~: :250A pur·e· al:umi··rt.um film possessed a discontinuo_us ... st'ru.c~· 
tu·r.-e. consisting o··f· sma.11 "islana·s'' of material on the c·a·rbon 
0 The SOOA pure aluminum film had a similar structure 
with a high de:r1s.ity ·of "islands" and possibly with some 
structure betw.e,en1 ·the ·''islands". Figure 31 is a bright 
-· ,:;"' 
0 field micrograph of the 750A thick pure aluminum film. 
This film is very irregular with large thick areas separated 
by tl1in areas. From clcJ.rk fic~lc1 c111alys.is, tl1crc arc· lc1rye 
0 single crystals on the order of 5000l\ n1axin1u111 \•1l1icl1 overlap 
other crystals. The "island" structure of the thin films 
and the very irregular structure of the 750A thick film 
illustrate the high mobility of aluminum atoms on the sub-
strate. The large crystallite size indicates that the im-
purity content of the argon plasma is very low. This is 
true because aluminum has a high affinity for oxygen or 
njtrogen and if oxides or nitrides did form, the structure 
would be very fine grained. 
The pure nickel films possessed a significantly dif-
ferent structure than that of the pure aluminum films. 
Figure 32 -is a bright field micrograph of the 300A thick 
·pure nickel f·illll_. :'r:h~ .f.ilm had a continuou.s fin·e structure· 
. . 
. 0 0 w.i.-th- :a .cry·s<t.allit:e si .. ze on the ord·e·r of. 200A to 300A. Very 
.tew tw·.:i.ns o:r st-acJ~in·g _f.ault.s were- n,o.ted. .The: -:s·elected ar:ea 
a .. if.fracti·on :Patterns f.-rom this ·f ilni. sbowe·d the diffraction 
cry$ta.llite. s:iz:e .. - The pattern indexeq. :as a st,1:ndard ·face: 
c;ent.er cubic fF ~-C. c·~ .) p:attern with· -a latt:ice ·par·ame·ter· of 
. 0 3. 5225A. This lattice paramete.r ·va·lu_e j_s .. e~ceptionally: 
close to the published x-ray dat.a ·tor ·pu:r-e nickel of 
•O 
3. 5238.A: .. [5-3]. 
Al.l ·of t.he pure nick·el films were:· continuous and tJ1:e 
:70 
average crystallite size increased as the film thickness 
0 increased. The 300A thick film possessed an average crys-
t a 11 i t c s i z e o f 2 0 0 J\ to 3 0 0 A \•/ i t 11 t 11 c 1 c:11- g c.? s t cry s t c.1 11 i t e s 
about 700~; the 600X thick film had an average crystJllite 
size of about SOOA with the largest being approximately 
0 0 
. 1300A; and the 900A film had a crystallite size of approxi-
0 
mately 700A with several very large crystallites. The den-
sity of twins and/or stacking faults appeared to increase 
with the thicker films. The selected area diffraction 
pattern for each thickness showed sharp rings with an in-
crease in the "spottiness" corresponding approximately to 
the increase in the average crystallite size. 
The thin Ni-At alloy films deposited from the 93.2Ni -
,~_8Ai plasma-sprayed target possessed a structure similar 
to that of the pure nickel but with several important dif-
ferences. 'I'he :deposition . con,dition·s wer·e similar to those 
for the pure al.uminum .and pure· ·ni·:ckel rµps apd the· result-
. . . . --~ 0 
ant thicknesses ·o.:f the :film were agai.n.. abc:rut: _J-:OOA._:, 600A, 
900A and 1·.200.A r.espe:ctiv:e·Iy_ •. . . . 0 'The st:tuctu.:te:s of tb·e 30-oA.· 
and th:e 6,0-0A films are s.hown itl ·Figure 33·.(al :and. 3.3 (b). 
r.especti vely. 0 . . . 0 . . T:he 9.--QOA and l-2QOA films snowed a stru.cture· 
s±m·.ila·r to the tw:o thinner films but the transrnis:sion. was, 
:s..e·rious:Iy n.amp .. e·red because of the low intensity due to the: 
hi·gh film thickness. Comparison of Figµ.~e 33.{a) with 32 
.s.·hows the crystallite size to be finer for the Ni-At alloy 
than for the pure nickel. The average crystallite size fi)r. 
the 3ooi alloy thin film was estimated to be between SOA 
0 
and lOOA. Although slight changes in grain size can be 
noted as a function of deposition time or film thickness 
(Figure 33), all of the alloy films had a crystallite size 
less than 1ooi. The selected area diffraction patterns 
were consistent with the observed fine structure in having 
very continuous, slightly broadened rings. The patterns 
from each of the films indexed to a standard F.C.C. struc-
ture but with lattice parameters that varied significantly 
from that for pure nickel, i.e. a lattice parameter of 
3.411 was found for the 3001 film and a value of 3.64l was 
found for the 600A films. The thin:n.est (3ooi) film also 
gave soll)e very weak extra rings .n.ot. corresponding to a,:n 
F: •. ·c .. c. -~·t.ruo:tu:r;:e which were not present for th.e thi¢k:er· 
:st:r.u:ctur~: .. of· :the a·lloy films d·eposi:te.d from the pl.as.ma-
·Sp.rgye·d ·targets and those from. t-he .a.ll·oy ·tat.get$ {T:a.b'le 
XII) • T.h..e· f.i.lm ·thicknesses obta.in·ea f:r:om the. all:oy targets. 
were app:rox.i.mately 600.it for the Ni-.At alloy f.ilm. ana· :ap-
.. 0 
.. proxi·m~:t:ely SOOA for the Ni~T4. ctlloy :films .• 
---' 
·for· thE:3 ~i-At f_i'lm. sputt·e:ted from ·th·.e 9:3. lNi - 6. 9A.!l allo,y 
··t.arget ar·e shown. in ·t.he micrographs of Figures 34 (a) and 
34 (b) • The structur·e , (Figure 34 (a)) consisted of very 
0 fine crystallit:es. l·ess than 100A in size with good 
diffraction contrast as was the case for the Ni-Al alloy 
films obtained fron1 the plasma-sprayed target. However, 
the d i f f 1- c1 c t i o 11 f) c1 t t e 1~ n o f F i g ti r C) 3 6 ( lJ ) s }1 C)W e d \'er ~i' cont i nu -
ous and somewhat broadened rings wl1ich indexed to a set of 
very strong and a set of weak F.C.C. patterns. It was 
0 noted that the weak extra rings observed for the 300A alloy 
film from the Ni-At plasma-sprayed target correspond some-
what to the weak F.C.C. pattern of Figure 34(b). 
The structure and selected area diffraction pattern 
for the Ni-Ta alloy film obtained from the alloy target are 
given in Figures 35(a) and 35(b). In contrast to the Ni-A£ 
alloy films, this structure exhibited very little diffrac-
tion contrast and the diffraction pattern gave only two 
d.i.ffuse rings. Tilting of the specimen showed that the 
Ni~Ta alloy film possessed a definite texture as shown in 
:the -s:.e-I~a-ted area diffr.actio.n _pa·tter.n:s· ·of Figure :·36 •. ·'1'-he 
ft'.>1.tr ,f:cila symmetry of the· i.nner m.o:s.t riing, µS s-hown: in 
Figure 36 (a), .. occurred at a sp:e:cimen tilt· o:f ~i·ther· a'.b::"o=u·t 
+1:9·0 o~ ab.out -36°. The two-fold s_ymme:tr,y of tl1e _i;nn·er 
most rin·g (Fi·gure 36 (b)) was ob·tained at ~ specimen t-i·l·t 
f' .. ··b· ··.·t 6 5° o..- .· ct 011 .· - . ~ .. -. ·• Tilting of ·the sample al~d- produced some 
short arcs o:f diffraction rings which di.d n-qt correspond. 
to th~ compl~te rings of Figure 35(b). 
The crystallite size in a thin film depende atomis-
tically on the density and mobility of atoms on the sub-
strate. ~his may be translated into the rate of arrival 
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of atoms to the substrate, the sticking coefficient and the 
resputtering and evaporation rates for the film. If the re-
sputtering and evaporation ra tcs are assurnec1 neg 1.i g iL1 le·, 
the rate of arrival depends on the sputtering parc1n1c:tcrs 
while the sticking coefficient depends on the relative sub-
strate temperature, T /T , and the substrate material. s mp 
For all of the runs described above, the sputtering para-
meters were maintained fairly constant and the substrate 
was a carbon support film. Thus the major difference for 
each material is the substrate temperature, T, with re-
s 
spect to the melting point of the material, T • 
mp A sub-
strate temperature of about 100°C maximum can be assumed 
because all of the film deposition runs for electron micro-
scope examination ~~re made at extremely short times. The· 
ratio TT5 /Trnp]AZ is :much larger 'than the ratio [T 5 /TrnplNi. 
·'l'hus t·he c·ry·s:t,al:·l.i:t'e s.i.z_e for n·ic.kel i:s much less than that . 
. f:or :a .. lutnin·um )3.s .. :t;s· ob.$·e:r·v:ed for· -t·he ·p.ur~ e··1~men:t ·fi.lm.s··· 
slightly ··rower than t_hat o:f pu.re- nicke·1 grtd it ·is expected 
-f.rom th'e te:mp:erature fac.tor that the a11,o.y ~ilm·s should: 
have. a crys·t.alli te size approximate.·1y ·equal: to that fo.r 
:pu.re nickel. This is opposite to what. is observed an·d' 
th.ere.fore other factors must be cons.idered when analy·z.:in·g 
c-:r.ys.talli te size. in alloy films. The aluminum spec.i.e in 
the Ni-Ai alloy films is essentially at1 impurity with re-
~pect to the ni.ck·el latti-ce. The ac.commoda·t:i·Oti of the 
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larger aluminum atoms results in a "defect" structure and 
a finer crystulJite size~ for tl1c Ni-Al alloy in con11Jarison 
to pure nickel. 
The crystallite size as a function of the film thick-
ness depends on the previously mentioned factors of the net 
deposition rate and the substrate temper~ture. However, 
these factors will change as the sputtering process con-
tinues. First, the mobility of the atoms will change as 
the substrate becomes the initial thin film deposit and 
second,the substrate temperature will change. Both of 
these factors will tend to increase crystallite size as 
follows. As the substrate becomes the thin film deposit, 
the crystallite nucleation rate will decrease and crystal-
lites will tend to grow rather than to start new ones [20] ~ 
_Du·e: to th:e nigh :e_-ner:gy ·of t.he arriving .atom$, heat will 
build up, in: the: ·thin film .-and the corres.p·onding increa-se 
in ·t·ernper.a,t.u.re ~n-ha:nces the ,formation of· larger cry-s:t·a1-
.l_i tes. A-s wa.s ob·s·e_rved :in ·the- micrographs for bo·th. th·e p_ure-. 
n-i:ckt~fl and the Ni--A-t f"ilms: a·nd. b_y the increase in t:h·e s_p·ot--
t.i:ness· of the di-ff:·ract:i'o:n_ ri.n:gs, the- crys1::.a:lli te. s.i.:ze _did 
incre,ase as the f"ilm th:ic-k:ness inctr·e,tsed. 
T-he .defect structure of the film.s a·eJ;>~nd$- P'~imar.ii·y· 
:on the mobility of· the atoms. T-hu-:s, for the pure aluminum. 
films with the relatively high a-tom mobility, there were: 
few defects, i.e. the major feature in these films are j.·n~-
terf erence fringe·s due to thickness contou·r-s. 'F.or the 
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nickel base films with relatively low atom mobility, there 
are s c v c 1~ a 1 cl c f c c t s , t w i 11 s a n cl/ c) 1- s t ZJ ck i r1 cJ f tl u l t , (J n (! .:i 
high surface area to volume ratio because of the sn1:1ll 
crystallite size. For pure nickel, the stacking fault 
energy is high [2] and twins and stacking faults are not 
expected and were very rarely observed. The deposition of 
vapor on a cold substrate, however, will enhance the 
formation of these defects and is the explanation for the 
observed defects. The addition of a solute to the material 
will also aid in the formation of defects. This is an ef-
fect similar to that which produced the finer crystallite 
size of the alloy films. In solid solution with nickel, 
both aluminum and tantalum lower the stacking fault energy 
of nickel [21 and incre.ase the, probability of twins and 
stacking faults. As noted previously, the- atomic diameter 
of. -a.lurninum is 6% larger and tantalum is 18% larger than 
n'i.c'.k.el. Thus, both the Ni-Al and N·.i:-'ra alloy films shoulg 
yield a bigher defect density in the structure .• 
T:he ob_s·er_ve·d str·u.ctu.r·e bf ·t·he .&-lloy· f i.·1·nrs. agree,·s ,with 
-the c.r·i te~i-a se·t :fort·h ·by Ma·d·er [?~:] (as noted in the. :intro·-
dt:rction). i.n ·that the N-i-Al :alloy f"ilms were cry·st'alli.·ne .and 
the Ni--Ta a:llo.y f.-il.ms were "semi-amorphous". Although the 
Ni-Ai -alloy filnrs w.,e.re crystalline, the very fine structure 
and resultant high grain boundary to volume ratio indicate 
that the defects a:re predominantly incorporated int.o .the·· 
g_ra·in boundarie,s.. .A, discussion of geometric defects f.or 
7·6· 
..__. 
the Ni-Ta alloy films is not appropriate because of the 
"semi-arnorpr1ous'' structt1rcs. The structt1re showecl little 
di f fr ci ct ion co Il tr il s t but is ca 11 e d " semi - tJ 1n or I) l 1 CJ u !-3 " 1) c cause 
the selected area diffraction patterns indic<ltcd a texture 
which could arise only from crystalline material. 
The last point relevant to the as-sputtered struc-
tures concerns the phases that are present. The diffraction 
patterns for the pure Ni and the Ni-A£ alloy films have been 
analyzed but no clear interpretation is presently available 
for indexing of the diffuse rings observed in the Ni-Ta 
aJ_loy film. 
The pure Ni films gave excellent lattice parameter 
values which corresponded to the published x-ray data. Al-
though the substrate used for the electron microprobe ana-
lysis of. t·he N·i-At alloy f ilrns was no-t the same as that 
f,or tne transrni.ss.ic)n electron mic.roscopy, the composj.ti.Qn 
,of· the thitt .films: ·at-e -a~s.u_med to be- that determined.· l?y th~· 
f·I:".o.m the 93.2lti - 6:·.BAt p1c:.lsma~sp.-ra.ye.d -target is: 1.46 wt,.%.. 
A-.t a.n,q. the .. corn-po.si:t .. ion of· the fi.lms from the Ni-AQ. alloy 
t::a.rge :t .is 3 •. 9 5 wt. % AJl • ·wi ·t:h -the exception of· the .vgry 
0 
·thin ~OOA.. f .. ilm·, the diffr-~¢.t.io11 ·pattern for ·the. •Ni-1. 4 ..6 
w·t.% A£ films indexed to a sing·l.e f.c.c .... phase with a lat·.--
·ti.ce parameter significantly differeri-t t.:h·a:n that of pure 
nickel. Thi..s ·confirms that the film is a single ph.ase, 
'S:d·li,d s·olut,ion of aluminum in nickel. As shown in E'igure 
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34(b), the Ni-3.95 wt.% A£ films from the Ni-Ai alloy target 
con ta i n c d t \•.r o F' • C • C • p h a s c s • The d i f f 1- i1 c t. ion lJ r:1 t t c1 r n s for 
these pl1ases indexed to )( and y • with tl1e y' lines corres-
ponding to the weak rings. The weak rings for the 300~ 
Ni-1.46 wt.% A£ film can thus be assumed to be due toy'. 
Under equilibrium conditions, neither of these alloys should 
possess they' phase but these films were formed under 
severely non-equilibrium conditions. The two phase, y and 
y' structure of the non-equilibrium as-sputtered films may 
be explained as follows. The aluminum specie has high mo-
bility on the substrate surface and the crystallites are 
very fine. With these two facts, the a.Jum;inum specie may 
tend to segregate at the crystallite :grain boundaries which 
·Woul.d require only short distances of t.ravel.. T-he grain 
b·ou·ridar . .:i.~s would thus be hig·h iI).· alun1irium content a.nd may 
·th.er·efore order to :f-orm Ni 3.At.. This r.e§lcti.on· :is ·re·astJn·a·b1~ 
be·c·ause th_e sputtered .fil·m is a high ·ene:~9Y, n.on-·:e:quili:br·iu.m 
str11cttire wh.ere :equ-ilibri-um t,herrrto°:yn.a.mic_s ·o:e b.ulk. phases 
cloes· n.ot c.l.pply. The ·vc·lume fr·act·io:n qf the Ni 3At. would be 
,s·mall and wo.u.l.d' co·rrespon.d t-o: the d,iffr:actior.1 .t·i.ngs bie·.i.ng-· 
we.ak.. For Ni-1_. 46: -wt .•. % AJi alloy,, the y" rj.~t1g.s· are -no·tic._e,d 
on-ly .f·:or .the v.ety- s:hort .. depo:s-itio·n time wh·~.r~ the he·ating 
effec·ts ar.e· rni·pillla:1. The .N:i-3·. 9 5 wt.% A£ alloy gav·e the 
y '· rirtg:s f'QJr ·th~ t_hi,ck·er· 600A film due to the higher alumi-
nu,m C"C'.)flt·en.t. as:: will b:e shown, the set of weak diffr·ac·ti-c:,ri 
rin·gs .disappear ·on. _heating. These weak y ,, rings were a·lso 
studied to see if they were due to double diffraction rather 
th a n y ' • The (] C) tl l) 1 ( ~ c I i f f r c.l c~ t i o r1 I) r i n c,; i f) 1 t: h c1 s l) c c n \,., e 11 
discussed by P asl1 l cy c1r1d S to\..,·c 11 [ 5 4 J a nc1 the ol)sc) :rvccl 
rings do not correspond to double diffraction. This point 
is significant because although none of the Ni-A£ alloy 
films showed any preferred orientation by transmission elec-
tron microscopy, preliminary results by the more accurate 
technique of x-ray diffraction on the Ni-3.95 wt.% A£ films 
of Table Vindicate a definite (111) texture. 
The hot stage transmission electron microscopy was 
performed on both the R.C.A. EMU-3G model and the Phillips 
300 model. The R.C.A. EMU-3G (with a lower maximum hot 
stage temperature) was used for the initial analysis of the 
thin films from the 93.2Ni - 6.BA! plasma-sprayed target. 
0 
.A.$. n·oted previously, only the ~OOA film exhibited extr·a . 
. diffraction rings correspond.in.g to a two:-ph·ase structure. 
Each of th.e film·s: (i .. e. 300.A, 6.'0Qlt, :·~o.oi and: ·1:2001l) was 
heated to ·.appr·oximately 60.0· 0 c. and the cha;n·g.e· in structu.:re 
0 0 
was observed-. The ·300A and 600A films .c:1gg·lomerat-ed. oin. 
heati.ng W-hil·e the: t.hicker 900.lt and 12Q()i .filltlS re·crys··t:.a.l-
.1:i·zed with.out- b.:r-eakup· ··of· the film. Figu-r.e .3:7· S'hows the \ 
transformed strttdtur~ of the 600A thick Ni-1~46 wt.% Ai 
·film after h~ating to 575°C. .This· ·low mag.nification, 
bright fiel.d micrograph shows- tw·o different structures: a 
very fine structure with cr-ys:·tallites of the: .same size as 
the. as-sputtered structu·re and re'l.ative.iy· 1-ar.ge: globular 
7··9· . . : 
particles of an average size of 1.2 u with associated areas 
d c nu c 1 c, ( ! cJ f n1 i:1 t c· r i a 1 • 'I' 11 e 11 i g h mag n i f i cat i on mi c r o g rap }1 o f 
Figure 38 illustrates that the globul~r particles possessed 
significant internal structure. A most dramatic consequence 
of the film breakup and agglomeration is shown by the un-
usual pattern in Figure 39. 
The agglomeration phenomena of the thinner films is 
caused by a relaxation of the film into a lower energy con-
figuration. Presland et al. (55,56] have observed and ana-
lyzed this phenomena for thin silver films. In the present 
work, the 3ooi film structure was observed to break up at 
a slightly lower temperature than that for the 600l film. 
Depending on the film thickness, there is a critical tem-
perature, as was experimentally found. On break up, the 
fi.n:e structure either was consumed in·to the large.r particle:s. 
or recovered with a s·light growth .i.·n c-r.ystallite size. The 
globular particle-s :did not in.c:rease .in .siz·~: :si,gn.i.f.icantly 
:on· 'h.oldin.g: at about .6.o:0°·c and th:t1s: sin:gle cry·$tal a:iffra:c~ 
ti:on ,te.chniques could not be employed.. The thicker 9 OOA 
.,an·a ·1:tOi.O.A ti:lm.s :'d:id ·h:o·t aggloinerat·e pr·e.sumably .b·ecaus-e 
e .. ither no·t e.nough· th·e'l:mEi-1 e,ri.ergy :was availabl-e .or more· 
·pr:oba'.ply, the co11tin·uous f il·m ·is th·e st·ab·le confi.gur.atio·n .: 
The fi_l·ms f:rom t:r1e· all.oy ta.r.get·s,. runs #~fl.-and #9_2·, 
were -s:tudie·d. ·O:n the .. hot stage of t-h:e :P·hil~lii:ps 300 micro-. 
,sc·ope.. p:_a:rticular attention 'Wq.$ paid :t.o the selected ·area. 
c:liff'rad:ti.on _patterns on monitoring the: ch-a.nge in strµctur.~ 
while heating the film. The break-up of the film was no-
• 
. 1 
- • 1 ·1 h t 1 cc c] o 11 l y 1- '"1 n cl C) rn 1 y for t }1 e 0J 1 - ] • 9 ~Ci t.•/ t . 'l, !\ t f 1 . 1n:; a 11 c ti e 
Ni - 3 6 • 7 wt . % Ta f i l ms eve r1 t 11 o ugh t 11 e t e n1 f) c~ 1- a L t 1 r c \·.'. ;1 s 
raised to 900°C for a short time. Nevertl1cless, tl1e film 
surface did become irregular which indicates some relaxa-
tion and movement of material. Both the films deposited 
on carbon and those on silicon monoxide exhibited similar 
changes in structure on heating. 
In the as-sputtered condition, the Ni-3.95 wt.% A{ 
films possessed a two phase, y + y' structure. Figures 40 
and 41 are the selected area diffraction patterns at tem-
peratures of 265°C and 415°C respectively. The comparison 
of these two patterns with the room temperature pattern 
shown in Figure 34(b) revealed several interesting points. 
_r:n Fi:gu-re 40, the two weak inner most ri:ngs .a·re the ( 100) 
,and (110) reflections of: the ordered y •--Ni 3At. phas.e.. ·The. 
:high- intensity ''d.ouble~rin·g- 11 · .indexed to· two :very c:10.-se.:ly 
,s-pa.ced ri·n_g-s correspond·ing to· the (111) r~fle.ctto·ns· {):f y 
and- y'-. In c-ontras·t., the a·i.-f.fra·ction p·a.tter·n at 415°c: 
single ph.a;se F •. c.c-. s·t.ruc-ture. Bright- ·fi_e:ld ap_alysi_s 
O:ha·n·g·e ih t-n.~ fine s-tructure. Upon heating to approxima·te·~ 
::Ly 70-0°0, th-e· f,i-n,e struq.t_ur:e recrY.·stallized into polygonal 
gr:ains a~, :$l1own in .F.igure 42 (a') and 42 (b) and the selected 
area di·ffra·ction p,at·tern _showed s:har·p s· .. potty rings. T·he 
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bright field micrograph (Figure 42(a)) shows a very irregu-
1 a r s u r f a c: t) \·.' l 1 i 1 c~ t J-1 c (1 a r k f i e 1 c1 n1 i c r o g r .:1 I? h ( f' i g u re 4 2 ( b ) ) 
clearly illustrates the polygonal crystallites. This poly-
gonal structure is similar to the structure of the 900A and 
1200~ Ni-1.46 wt.% A£ films that were heated to 600°C. At 
approximately 900°C, the Ni-3.95 wt.% A£ films exhibited 
a very irregular structure with many thickness contour 
fringes. The diffraction pattern at 900°C gave a very spot-
ty F.C.C. pattern with some extra weak, continuous rings. 
Although the pattern was not indexed, the extra weak rings 
appear to be due to double diffraction and not to a second 
phase. The double diffraction phenomena [54] • may arise 
because of the very irregular surface and the fine crystal-
lite size. 
·Th.e ctpp~Q.;r:-~nce: of· the y' Ni 3A:i ri.ng·s. in the :di·f frac~: 
·t,i:·o_n pat·t·erns up to. about 400 °C j..:s· consistent with the ex·.;.. 
P.1:an_a-t-ion, that· the grain bound·c.fi.:--ies aJ7e e:11ri.chea: .i.n alu111i--· 
:nµm: :a.nd order to -!arm Ni 3At ! ·irhe dj.s·.a,ppearance of ·the r:ii1.<js: 
in ·the dif'·fr.a_c·tion p_at.tern .a·t 415°C indica:tes t·h:at ·the ·,y" 
phase ·has: bee·n. elimi·nate:d. Th.i-s wou_ld correspond to the 
hypothesis: th·a··t- _i.-f the: :s.tr.:uctur-e .at t·he grc:1-.:in :bou-nda:r.ies. 
was a.I umin.um ric-b, a-nd o.r·d.ered. to ·fJ)rm Ni.3:At, tl1:_e,n-. :p,y he.a·t~ 
i:ng the film, the .. def.e.cts ... (grain boundarie·sJ $ho.uld r.-ela.x 
.-and perm.i·t. --a.l:q;mi_num- t.o dist.ribute homogeneot1s_l:y·.. -This dis~ 
appearance ·o-f :r,ri.3A:t :at ctbout · 400·0 c· is in ·c·ontrc:rs·t, .. -to the 
disorderin:g terrip.etatllre of 1·2s:0·.0 c :for :Ni3:At in t.he _bulk. 
alloys [57]. 
llc"\c:1ting of the "semi-amorphot1s" Ni-36. 7 wt.% Ta filn1 
resulted in only minor changes in the film structt1re but 
major changes were noted in the diffraction effects. On 
increasing the temperature to about 400°C, the structure 
showed an increase in diffraction contrast but the diffrac-
tion patterns did not change. At approximately 400°C, the 
diffraction pattern changed and showed many continuous rings 
as shown in Figure 43. The structure corresponding to this 
0 pattern exhibited a very fine crystallite size ( << 100A). 
Continued heating to 900°C resulted in enhanced diffraction 
contrast, a slight increase in crystallite size and sharper 
diffraction rings. The final structure and associated se-
lected area diffraction pattern at 9·00°c are shown in the 
.. micr.ographs of Figures 44 (a) and 4.4·.'(b·) respectively. '.T·ilt--, 
·'the .as.~·sJ?ut·te·red s·tructure:, was·. pre:~;:~·n·t. at, ·all ·tt~mpera t\lr·e::s :• 
T·he compo.sit.ion ,o.f the, 'r-ti-.. 36.7 wt.% :,~Pa .. film i·s s:uc·h 
th.at the s,tructure ·fs. two ·phas.e under equ:il.ibri.um cond·itions 
{Fi.g:tfr.e 2) •. 'I'he d.i-f f.rac·,t±.o.rt ·_pat;tern·:s. we:re therefore not i:n·~ 
de.-xed due to: the, 111at1-y rings and the tince:rt:ain structure of 
t.h.e Ni 3Ta pha$e. ·T·h·us. the exact ph:as,ets: :p.r:es,ent in: ·the· .h.ea,t: 
treated .f.ilrt1s ar'e n·ot kn .. own. Also.,. no d.e.f.initi ve .x~ray 
data for :iht~rrnediat.e, phases in t·he N.i-T·.a system .is avail-
able. These faqt:s:, an·d the unusual :c.o.ITIP·inati:on. o,f .. both a 
texture ef feat and. tbe presence of diffuse r·:in:gs in t·he. as-· 
sputtered films have prevented good phase analysis for these 
f i l ms . 11 O\·l c· v (: r , th c t c: ; .. : tu re th a t i s pres(! n t i n t 11 e r1 ea t -
treated filn1s is cor1fi11c!cl to or11y a fc~\·J rir1\J~; ;1r1c1 tl1t1~; tl1ere 
are at least two phases present; an oriented phase and a 
randomly oriented phase. The very slight change in crystal-
lite size shows that the structure is quite stable and does 
not tend to break up upon heating. 
~ader (22] has presented the rough criteria that an 
amorphous alloy film should become crystalline on heating 
to between 0.3 *T and 0.35 * T where T is the average mp mp mp 
melting points of the component species. The average melt-
ing point for this Ni-36.7 wt.% Ta alloy, based on the 
atomic fractions of nickel and tantalum, is approximately 
1970°K and according to Mader, the film should become crys-
ta.lline between 320° and 420°C. Thus the observed change 
.. in di.ff.r.a·ction pc1ttern at about 400°C agrees fairly well 
with Mader•s criteria . 
. ' . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 
I.n -$umI11:a-ry, the ·t:r·an·sm.i.s-siort e:lec.ttb:n micro:sc:opy ·h·a,s 
revealed :seve·ral sig·nificant· _points. J?i~st, in t·he as-· 
deposi te¢l c·o-n.dition, the Ni---·Ta th.in: film possessed: .a "semi-
amorph-Q.U$ i, structure while the N·i-A:!l thin film.s :ha.d. ·a. very 
·f.irie ·b:ut ·c-rystalline structure. S.econd, the c1ver.a·ge. crys-
tall!t~ size for the as-sputtered films increased as the 
:fi.lm. thickness increased. Third, the Ni-1.46 wt.% A!l 
films were primarily single phase while the Ni-3.95 wt.% Ai 
were two phase in the as-deposited condition. The hot stag.e 
.84. 
work showed three major effects. First, very thin continu-
ous films tended to agglomerate on heating. Second, the 
y'-Ni
3At phase that was observed in some of the Ni-A£ alloy 
films disappeared on heating. Finally, the "semi-amorphous" 
Ni-Ta alloy film transfo~ed into a two phase fine crystal-
line structure at approximately 400°C. 
( 
-,: \; 
:8.5: 
CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation of the R.F. sputtering of 
nickel alloys has produced the following results: 
(1) The deposition rate of a nickel alloy on 
glass changes significantly for a constant 
sputtering rate for an initial short period 
of time due to a change in the sticking 
coefficients. 
(2) The major control of the deposition rate for 
R.F. sputtering is obtained by the regulation 
of the applied voltages and the argon pres-
sure. For constant pressu:re conditions, the 
$putter·i:ng· rate is linea·r_l,y related to the 
·vo'l:tage: ·f:or ion accele·rat.i:n_g potentials be-
twe:.en 0-. 5 .k.ey 
€lpd 5 k~v. .For· ·constant vo,:lt~· 
r:e-lated; to t:11:e; ctr:gon p-r.es· .. su:r·e·: up t:o appr.ox'-
irna.tely 20 * lo""3 torr. 
(3) 'The· contr.ol :o·.f f·tlrn Go.inpos:itio-n is dep·e.n.denf: 
on the ta·rget -cttins.:trµction ·anct· composition 
and on the sput:t-e·-r;ing yiel·ds and sticking 
coefficients·. .All c:,:f·: the films gave equal 
or greater· :nidke.l con-tents than th.at in the 
targets due to th-e higher sp.u_ttering yi_eld 
86. 
of nickel to those of the solute specie 
aluminum or tantalum. 
( 4) The 11et sput:terina rate is particularly a 
function of the angle of ion incide11ce and 
of the local atomic configuration. 
(5) The as-deposited structure of the R.F. 
sputtere·d films is related to the mobility 
of the sputtered species on the substrate 
and to the degree of mismatch of the specie 
atoms for an alloy film. As-depositied, the 
Ni-Al films possessed a fine crystalline 
structure and the high tantalum (36Q7 wt.% Ta) 
sputtered film had a somewhat amorphous 
structure. 
(6~) The sputtered JEi.lJ11S may rnain-t·a'.itt a high energy 
non-equilibrium st.ructure ·where ·bulk thermo-
dynamic con$··iq.·erations a.re: st:tongly inf lu.en·ced 
:by s·urfc=J:Ce:. ·a~ff e·cts. 
(7) 'I'he absorp·tiort of argon _is _partiou.:.tarl-y :not·.ice<l 
~fo:r th.e sputtere<:l filrns that· -t.en<I .t-b form a 
:i1.p.I.].·:--crystallin.:e S·t·ru_ct:µre:o 
.f;l7 
TABLE I 
Physical Properties of Al, Ni and Ta 
Atomic number 
Atomic weight 
Melting Point 
Crystal Structure 
Al 
13 
26.9815 
660°C 
F.C.C. 
Ni 
28 
58.71 
1453°c 
F.C.C. 
Composi ti.on- ·of Powder Mixtures f:o.r 
Plasma~sprayed Targets 
Jli -· .Al. System 
98.8 wt% Ni - l~.2 wt% Al 
9 6 • 6 Y.7t % -.Ni.- - 3 • 4 wt % Al-
95 4 wt % 1'1i ··- 4 '6 wt % Al • • 
9 3 ... i wt O· N._i -.6 .-8 wt ~ Al ~ - 0 
Ni - Ta System 
.. 97.6 wt I Ni - 2.4 wt% Ta 
90.3 wt% Ni - 9.7 wt% Ta 
82.9 wt% Ni - 17.1 wt% Ta 
Ta 
73 
180.948 
2996°C 
B.C.C. 
TABLE III 
Chemical and Sieve Analysis 
of Elemental Powders 
Ni powder 
(wt.%) 
Ni 99.83 
Co 0.07 
Fe 0 .• 030 
s 0 0 2 0 ·. • 
·c: 0 • 0 0 7 
tru, 0 0 0 5 . • 
1C)·% ·max .• 
. ·.·. . . - .. ·• .. . 
-325 .. l .. S.% .max. 
I 
Ta powder 
(wt.%) 
Ta 99.59 
Cb 0.20 
C 0.11 
:(). :0- .•. 0:7: 
·s,i 0 • 0 2 
.Fe: o· • . O·l 
Ti :Q ... 0:.1 
. - . .. ~ 
l ··o· -~ 
. · .. 0 max . 
~.3:25· 25% max. 
.. ,' .. '. .· 
9.9·. 
Al powder 
{wt.%) 
Al 99.50 
Fe 0.17 
+270 
-270 
TABLE IV 
Composition of Machined Plate Targets 
Pure Ni 
(wt.%) 
Ni 99.95 
Fe 0.01/0.04 
Co 0.01/0.03 
(:: trace 
.S.i trace 
s trace 
:>-· 
Pure Al 
(wt.%} 
Al 99.995 
Si 0.001 
:F.e· 0.001 
cu 0.001 
9.0 
93.1Ni-6.9Ai 
(wt.%) 
Ni 92.99 
Al 6.9 
Ti O. 088: 
Mg 0 .013 
C 0.008 
-
65.2Ni-34.8Ta 
{wt.%) 
Ni 64.85 
Ta 34.8 
Ti 0.28 
Al 0 •· 0·4.2· 
C 0:-.-:0:12 
Q 0. ·010·5 
_:N :0.0020 
Mg :o .• 0.00:.3 
·--- --------------------------------
Run 
(#) 
71 
6.::9 
·7::7· 
78 
·7-:9. 
a··o 
7:Q 
, ··. . 
6'8: : . 
Time 
(MIN.) 
5 
10 
1:5_ 
20. 
·2s 
30· 
6:-0' 
.. ·.· 
1·2>_0: 
TABLE V 
Runs with Time Varied 
for 93.1Ni-6.9At Alloy Target 
F.P. 
(WATTS) 
265 
265 
255 
255 
250 
2:5.: . .5 
2.e .0 
2s:s 
R.P. 
(WATTS) 
0 
0 
0 ' ' 
J): 
0 
·-0 
.. 
·o 
0 
R.F. D.C. PAr 
(kv) (kv) ( µ) 
2.57 2.01 2.9 
2.52 2.01 2.9 
2 .44 2 • 01 2 • 9 
2 • 51 2 • 01 2 .9 
2 • 56 2 • 01 2· ~-9 
2 .: 5 9 2 • 0 1 2 • 9 
.. 2 :. 4-9.· 2 • 0 1 2 • 9 
2; e: 4·7 2 • 0 1 2 • 9 
I 
:·, 
I 
I 
1-· 
Run 
(#) 
81 
69 
8:2 
a· 3 . ' 
.. 
a·--s 
86 
-
.84 
Time 
(MIN.) 
10 
:1::0: 
10 
10 
3 0 
-3·:o. 
::2 :o 
TABLE VI 
Runs with D.C. Bias Varied 
for 93.1Ni-6.9Af Alloy Target 
F.P. 
(WATTS) 
400 
265 
.17·0 
9,2: 
.lfl6 
tl;."l 
5 9 
R.P. 
(WATTS) 
0 
()' 
·19·. 
19. 
1:0· 
8:-
.3:.0 
R.F. 
(kv) 
3.41 
2.52 
.1.·79 
1 • 0 9 
1 • 1 0 
:o 
.. 
:5,6· 
0 .... 4 5 
D.C. 
(kv) 
2.50 
2.01 
1.50 
.1 .. ,-o.o-· 
.1-.-. 0 0 
o:· 
• 5:0. 
o· 
••• 
·45: 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
·2 
• 9 
2 • 9 
2 • 9 
·2 9: ..
• 
1· 
Run 
(#) 
69 
87 
'88 
89 
90 
• I 
TABLE VII 
Runs with Argon Pressure Varied for 93.1Ni-6.9Al Alloy Target 
Time 
(MIN.) 
10 
10 
10 
-1.0. 
10. 
F.P. 
(WATTS) 
265(255) 
275 
325 
·450 
515 
R.P. 
(WATTS) 
0 
0 
o: 
Cl 
i. 
R.F. 
(kv) 
2.52 
2.58 
2.61 
2.65 
2.72 
D.C. 
(kv) 
2.01 
2.01 
2.01 
2.01 
2.9 
5.1 
10.0 
20.2 
Target 
(wt.%) 
Pure Ni 
Pure Ni 
98. 8Ni-l 
ga·. 8Ni- 1 
96. 6Ni-3 
96. 6Ni-3 
• 
2Al 
• 2Al 
• 4Al 
.4Al 
95 .4Ni-4.6Al 
95. 4Ni-4._.6A.t 
93. 2Nj_·.~6·. 18Al. 
:9:3 .:2Nt ~6. BAl . -· .. . . . 
. . . 
. ' 
-. . 
93 .. lNi-·6:. 9Af ~. .. . . . . 
. . . . 
9·3 .. 
. . lNf.-6 .. 9.Al 
TABLE VIII 
Runs with Ni-Af Targets 
at Constant Sputtering Parameters for Deposition Rate Analysis 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma . sprayed 
.pl a.s.m.a spraye·d: 
all.o:y 
allo.y· 
Run Time F.P. 
(#) (min.) (watts) 
36 5 
34 10 
32 5 
30 10 
42 s· 
40 1.-0_ 
46: s· 
'4.4· 1_·0. 
5:2 5. 
'5·(J' :10 
71 ;5 
.69 lO 
94 
280 
275 
265 
2:_~:o. 
280 
. · .. 
:tso: 
:z-:s:~ 
26S: 
.2.S.S 
:z.so 
':2,6·.S 
26'5 
R.F. 
(watts) 
0 
·Q. 
.O· 
.0: 
' ' ,• 
·o· 
:o 
·:o: 
:o 
.o . 
0 . . 
0 
0 . . 
R.F. D.C. PAR 
(kv) (kv) (µ) 
2.36 2.01 2.7 
2.36 2.01 2.8 
2 • 70 2 • 01 2 . 7 
2 • 53 2 • 03 2. 7 
2 • 49 2 • 01 2 • 7 
2 • 46 2 • 01 2.-9 
2 .. _50· ... ·2 ~.·01 2 .. ·s· 
:2·.:35· 2 • 01 2 .8 
:2 .43 2 I 01 2 .8 
.2!·5·1 2 .01 ·2, • .. Jl 
2.:s7 2,.01 2 g; 
. · ... 
2. S·2. .2 • o:·1 2- •. ·g, 
. ·., .· ... 
TABLE IX 
Runs witl1 Ni-Ta Targets 
at Constant Sputtering Parameters for Deposition Rate Analysis 
Target 
(wt.%) 
Pure Ni 
PurE; Ni 
97.6Ni-2.4Ta 
97.6Ni-2.4Ta 
90.3Ni-9.7Ta 
90.3Ni-9.7Ta 
82.9Ni-17.1T:a 
. s,2:. 9.Ni-17. 1 Ta 
.6.5 .. 2Ni-34. 8Ta 
:6S.:2Ni-34. 8Ta 
plasma 
plasma 
plasma 
plasma 
plasma 
plasma 
all'OY 
a.ll.o)t 
sprayed 
sprayed 
sprayed 
sprayed 
sprayed 
sprayed 
Run 
(#) 
36 
56 
54· 
62 
.60 
6'6 
64: 
. 76. 
·7'4 
.. 
Time 
(min.) 
5 
10 
5 
1.0· 
s· 
10 
s 
1.'0· 
s 
·10: 
F.P. 
(watts) 
280 
275 
260 
255 
._z4:s 
240 
2'Si5· 
260 . 
·.26.S . 
:2:6·0 
R.P. 
(watts) 
0 
0 
:Q· 
0 
·o: 
·o 
·o 
. ,: 
O· 
Q, 
:0 
R.F. D.C. PAr 
(kv) (kv) (µ) 
2.36 2.01 2.7 
2.36 2.01 2.8 
2.35 2.01 2.9 
2.38 2.01 2.9 
2.44 2.01 2.9 
2.43 2.01 2.9 
2.31 2.01 2.9 
2 .• ·30 2.01 2.9 
"2· •. 36 2 •. 01 2 .. ~l 
:2_35: 2,. 01 2 .• :9 
TABLE X 
Runs with Ni-A£ Targets 
at Constant Sputtering Parameters 
for Microprobe Analysis 
Target 
(wt.%) 
Pure Ni 
Pure Ni 
98.8Ni-1.2Af plasma sprayed 
98.8Ni-1.2Af plasma sprayed 
96.6Ni-3.4Af plasma sprayed 
96.6Ni-3.4Al plasma sprayed 
'.95 • 4:Ni-4. 6-Al. p 1 asma sprayed 
95 _ .. 4Ni.-4.. 6Al plasma spra:yeq.. 
93.2Ni-·6.8Al plasma spr·ayed' 
93,.-2Ni-6. 8Al plasma SJ>.ra_ye.d 
-~f3 .•.. lN.i:-6 ._9Al. a11-0:Y· 
9 3·:. t Ni ,-6 . ~•A.t.- a-.1 lo.y. 
Run 
(#) 
35 
33 
31 
29 
41 
.. 39 
43 
51 
... ·. 
70. 
68·· 
9-6 
'f in1e 
(min.) 
60 
120 
60 
120 
6.0 
1.2,0· 
60 
R.F. 
(kv) 
2.33 
2.35 
2.55 
2.56 
2.43 
2.54 
2 .. 32 
·2:.,3·4 
2'.·46: 
2· .• 41 
2!.49 
:2. 47 
D.C. 
(kv) 
2.01 
2.01 
2.01 
2 .{Jl 
2 .•.. 0.1. 
·_.·2-:· ·o:·.1· 
. ,•.' . 
2 :01 
. . .. 
2 ... 0.1 
-2. 01 
2.8 
2.8 
2.7 
3.0 
3.0 
2.8 
:2:, • .s: 
2:.:g-. 
·2. 9. 
.2 _:g 
.J .. ·) r, . 
I 
' 
Target 
(wt.%) 
Pure Ni 
Pure Ni 
97 .6Ni-2 
97 • 6Ni-2 
90. 3Ni-9 
90 • 3Ni-9 
.4Ta 
• 4Ta 
• 7Ta 
• 7Ta 
82. 9Ni-17 ,:1Ta 
82 .... 9Ni.-l 7. lTa 
6 s: •. 2JJ:-i ·~'34 .• :s·ra 
TABLE XI 
Runs with Ni-Ta Targets 
at Constant Sputtering Parameters 
for Microprobe Analysis 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasma sprayed 
plasjna sp.ra.y~.d 
pla:·sina spt~'y~d 
. ·a:11oy 
Run 
(#) 
35 
33 
55 
53 
61 
:59 
6·5 -. -
, ..... -.. '. 
6'3 
7·.s~ 
Time 
(min.) 
60 
120 
60 
120 
6.0. 
1·2:0 
6.o·· 
:120 
:c,o· 
R.F. 
(kv) 
2.33 
2.35 
2 • 34 
2 .• :37 
2 .43' . --
-~t. 41. 
'2 31 .... 
2, ·1,0 . ti .... -· . 
-2-_. :3.6· 
·- -  - . . 
2 .•. 3:5 
D. C. 
(kv) 
2.01 
2.01 
2 • 01 
.2. 01 
2 • 01 
2 .01 
2 • 01 
2 • 01 
2 ·01 .•.. 
2.8 
2.8 
2 • 8 
2 ·,:.8' 
2.8 
·2. s· 
2' •. 8: 
. i . 
:2· .• ·s 
, .
:2 .. 8 
.. 2 •. '8 
Target 
(wt.%) 
Pure Al 
Pure Al 
Pure Al 
Pure Ni 
Pure Ni 
Pure Nt 
.9'3 2N. . , .. ]: -·6 
93 • 2Ni -6· 
• B·At 
.BAl 
93 .. 2Ni--6. :sAl ;, :. '•· . 
. 
:9$. 2Ni -p. 8At • .. .. · .... : . .-
TABLE XII 
Runs with Various Targets for Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Run Time F.P. R.P. R.F. (#) (~1in.) (Watts) (Watts) (kv) 
D.C. PAr 
(kv) (lJ) 
p lasma sprayed 
plasn1a sptaye.d 
plasma sprayed 
plas:ma spr·a;yed 
15 
16 
17 
l8: 
::21 
2.2' 
:2:4 
25.: 
26· 
3 
6 
.3 
6-
·g·. 
.. 
3· 
.. 6 
9 .. 
1·2-· 
245 
245 
240 
'.tso 
245 
:2,4:-5 
2·45 
240 
240 
1 
1 
o: 
·.9: 
·4 
2 
:2 
2' 
·s: 
7 
2.03 1.79 2.9 
1.99 1.73 3.0 
1.99 1.71 3.0 
2 . 13 1 .. 8 3 3 ... 1 
2 
. . . ,• ·23· 1 ._84: ~- • . l 
2 ..• 1:.6: 1.: • 81 3: .,·O 
.2 .,1·9 l. • 79 3- •. :o 
2. 16 1 •. ;79. 2: • 9 
2 27· : _:_ .... ·.:. _: . .1,. :8:8· 2.: •. 8 
93. INi-6. 9At.. a.Ilo:y· 9:1 
.5 280· 
.. -... · '.•. 
TABLE XIII 
Sputtering Yield for Ni, Al 
and Ta by Ar+ • ions 
Ni A1 Ta 
+ (a~oms) (a~oms) (a~oms) Ar energy 
10n 10n 10n 
200 ev 0.7(39] 0.35[ 39 ] O -~[39) 
... ) 
500 ev l.4S[ 36 J,l.33[ 37 ] 1.05 [36 ] 0.57[ 36 ) 
600 ev 1.52(39] 1.24(39 ] 0.6[39] 
1000 ev 2.21[ 37] .2.1[4I] .2.0[ 33] 
5000 ev 
-
2.0[40] 1.os[40] 
TABLE X.IV 
T·hre:s·.l1old :~nergy fo:r· :Ni,. Al a:r1c~l ~.a 
21 
.13 
26 
I 
~. 
(kv) 
3.41 
2.52 
1.79 
1.10 
o .. S.Ji 
·v 
··R·F :. · .. ' . ~ . ·. 
·(ky): 
·2 ..• s2 
1.79 
:1 .• 1.0.: 
0 •. 5.6 
TABLE XV 
Sputtering Yields and Target Surface 
Co nq ) c) ~; i t i C) n f CJ r t< i - i\ f /'i 1 1 o y Tar g c t 
f o 1- 'J '1 r i c) u ~; '1\~i r 9 c: l V c) l t a g c Co 11 cl i t ion s 
y 1\i..' 
(a~oms) 
10n 
XNi 
(atomic) 
XAl 
(atomic) 
XN i y Ni + X Aly A£ 
(a ~on1s) 
1011 
2.48 
2. 42 
2.34 
2 .15 
1.·S6 
1.95 
1.90 
1.82 
1.63 
1.17 
0.8298 
0.8296 
0.8282 
0.8246 
0.8230 
TABLE XVI 
0.1702 
0.1704 
0.1718 
0.1754 
0.1770 
Calculated Deposition Rate Ratio. 
and Deposition Rates 
01.10RFh=o+ - 27 • 5 02.SZRF t=O+::: 66· 0 
1 .10 t=O. 
.( ··} 
3.-5:98: 
.1. ·779. 
1.:000 
0 .,36 .. 9· 
+ 
.... 
:D· .: . - + 
.. · 1 t:=<9 
0 -- . .. 
:.(:A/Mi.n:.·) 
9.9 .• O· 
-7·1· --3-. . . . :, 
48: :g, · 
-- ... 
2.1·.:5 
1.0·. I. 
• 
Dl t=O+ 
2.52 t=O+ 
( . .) 
1 .. '$87 
1 .·o.o:o 
0· .• 686 
o• .. 14.-2 
P1Jt=O+ 
.0 . (A/Min.) 
:9·1 .-5· -
. . . .-
.6··-6··· __ Q·: 
,_ . . . 
2·5 .4 
9 4. ; ..... : 
2.3898 
2.3314 
2.2507 
2.0588 
1.4910 
°ilt=O'+ 
o· 
(A/Mirt.) 
9·5 .•. 2 
6:8:. 6.·. 
... - .. ·. ' .. 
·._2-6_-·.' :5.: 
..... --. l!I .•. .-· 
.. 
·9···-.8: 
_:,.- .. :.,· 
TABLE XVII 
Wet Chemical Analysis of I>lasma-Sprayed Targets 
Powder 
(wt.%) 
98.8Ni - l.2Al 
96.6Ni - 3.4Al 
95.4Ni - 4.6Al 
93.2Ni - 6.8Al 
97.6Ni - 2.4Ta 
90.3Ni - 9.7Ta 
8 2 • 9N i .... J.. 7 • I-'I'a.--
Plasma-Sprayed Film (wt.% Ni - balance Af or Ta) 
98.75Ni - l.25At 98.93Ni - 1.07)\,f 
95.74Ni - 4.26Af 
96.12Ni - 3.88Al 
95.35Ni - 4.65Al 
95.14Ni - 4.86Al 
93.19Ni - 6.81Al 
93.33Ni - 6.67Al 
94.16Ni - 5.84Ta 
94.19Ni - 5.81Ta 
86.96Ni - 13.04Ta 
87.25Ni - 12.75Ta 
89.06Ni - 10.94Ta 
88.84Ni - ll.16Ta 
--···---
·.:Deposition Time 
P-ro:be kv - Sample Curr:·e.r1t 
X-ray Lines 
Target Ma t~:r-i.~1 
Pure Ni 
98. 8Ni - 1. 2Al Pia$_mll ·s-p-_:raye·d 
96. 6Ni - 3. -. 4Al :p:.Ja·sma :Sprayed 
TABLE XVIII 
Eiectron Microprobe Analysis of 
-Ni -· Al Sputtered Films 
l."'""Jlour 
.. s.k·v··-0 .•. :10-µA,. 
. Ni:L-_ _ ,·- AlK--
. ·· a - a. 
C·.'w· · ·-t· :~ -A-- 0 ) . . . . . . • 0. . •. A..:..:J 
0--. 0-04 
0.833 
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MICROSTRUCTURE OF FINE PREC P TATE 
MATRIX OF NI-TA ALLOY TARGET 
AS POLISHED AND CHEMICALLY ETCHED 
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F GURE 2 
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Run # 17 
Target: pure Al 
Fi rn: pure Al 
750 ~ thick, 46,400x 
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MICROGRAPH OF AS SPUT ERED STRUCTURE OF PURE NICKEL HIN FILM 
Run #18 
Target: pure Ni 
Film: pure Ni 
300 ~ thick, 71,SOOx 
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Target: · - 6 BA plasma 
sprayed 
F lm: 98.54 i - l.46Al 300 ~ thick, 71,SOOx 
(b) 
Run #24 
Target: Ni -
1 6.SAl plasma 
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ST UCTURE D S C ·D PATERNO AS-SPUT ,ER D 
Run #92 
Target: 65.2Ni - 34.BTa al oy Film: 54.4Ni - 36.7Ta - Ar 500 ~ thick, 108,800x 
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Targ t : 65 . 2Ni - 34 . 8Ta lloy 
F'lm : 54 . 4Ni - 36 . 7Ta - Ar 
500 jl thick 
(a) +19 specimen tilt 
(b) -6.5 specimen tilt 
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0 
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ICROG PH 
... r-a.T I G 
Run # 24 
Target: 93.2Ni 6.8Al plasma sprayed Film: 98.54Ni - l.46Al 600 i hick, SlOOx, 575• c -
. . 
... 
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I 
0 
Run #24 
0 
D 
38 
Target: 93.2Ni - 6.8Al plasma sprayed 
Film: 98.54Ni - l.46Al 
600 ~ thick, 44,SOOx, 575°c 
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G 39 
ICROG PH OF I G R I BREAK U PATTE 
Run #24 
Target: 93.2Ni - 6.8Al plasma sprayed Film: 98.54Ni - l.46Al 600 l thick, 3140x, 460°C 
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. o 
0 - 3 . 
Run #9 
Target : 93 . lNi - 6 . 9Al alloy Film: 96 . 0SNi - 3 . 95Al 600 ~ thick , 265 ° c 
FIGURE 41 
SELECTED AREA DIFFRACTION PATTERN OF NI - 3.95AL THIN FILM AT 415°C 
Run #91 
Target: 93.lNi - 6.9Al alloy Film: 96.0SNi - 3.95Al 
600 ~ thick, 415°c 
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70 
.3 
- 0 
90 · _ 3 5 · 
oo t ·ck , 73 , 600 , 100°c 
(b) Dark field 
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3 
SELECTED AREA DIFFRACTIO P T E OF NI 36.7TA THI T 0°C 
Run #92 
Target: 65.2Ni - 34 . 8Ta a loy Film: 54.4Ni - 36.7Ta - Ar 500 i thick, 410°c 
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50 
( ) 
(b) 
2 
.7 
• 2 - · 3 • 8 i oy 
36 .. 7 r 
·ck , 73 , 60 x, 900°c 
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APPI~NDIX I 
Description of the 'rl1rc~c Stages for Sputtering 
Pre-sputtering Stage (~12 hours) 
(1) Break vacuum with nitrogen. 
(2) Screw selected target(s) to upper electrode(s) 
and place either aluminum foil or a sheet of 
annealed copper between target and electrode to 
assure thermal contact. 
(3) Place substrate(s) on substrate holder table. 
(4) Pump chamber and gas lines to R: 5 * 10- 7 torr. 
Sputtering Stage (1/2 hour+ deposition time) 
(5) Water cool target and substrate, backfill gas 
lines with argon, heat Ti gas purifier to 900°C. 
(.6:): Bleed argon to a chamber pressure of~ 3 * 10- 3 
tbrr by the needle valve and allow the system to 
stabiliz-e. 
ponding substrate" r.-aise chamber pressure to 
~ 10 * 10- 3 torr by the sputter-shutter valve. 
(8) Start the R.F. generator and apply low power to 
the target to warm up th¢_generator. 
(9) Start plasma by: 
, a) Applying high power ( f::::J 500 watts) 
b) Using teslacoil 
(10) Set argon pressure to desired level and match 
system at high power input. 
148. 
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• 
(11) Monitor the forward and reflected power and the 
O.C. bias and the R.F. kilovoltages until they 
indicate the target is clean and they have stabi-
lized. 
(12) Set power level to approximate range to give de-
sired D.C. bias kilovoltage and R.F. kilovoltage 
with the system matched • 
(13) Remove shield over substrate and immediately set 
the parameters and match the system to give the 
desired conditions. 
{lA) Adjust the driver control, the shunt and series 
controls of the matching network and the needle 
valve to maintain the sputtering conditions while 
depositing on the substrate. 
(15·) .Q\ie.nch plasma by turning R.F. g·~.n¢:rat.·q:r· of ... f: .• 
Po.s.t·--·sputt.eri.n·g s,t .. age (1:/'2· hour) 
:( l.6l Pump chamb·er :a:n.d :gas lines to ~ 5 * 10- 7- torr. 
{l.7:l .Backfill chamb·e:r to atmospheric with Pi .. trogen 
and rem.ove :sub.s·trate (s) . 
i·1.sJ· P11:mp.: ch.amb·e·r ·t·o 10 .... l torr· and ho.,ld. 
A·P:PEND·IX I.I - . . . .. ' 
. ·-, 
Dq..ta. Sheet 
RUN 4t 
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INITIAL VACUUM 
-----~ 
·DATE NEEDLE VALVE SETTING --~-
·:ELECTRODE 4fa 
-------. LINE PRESSURE -
-----
TARGET GAS PURIFIER 
----------- ----
8 UBS T RATE SPUTTER SIIDTTER VALVE ,SLIDE 
----
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APPENDIX III 
Calculation of the Sticking 
Coefficient of Nickel on Glass 
From Figure 7 of the Results and Discussion section, 
two deposition rates are known: 
+ t = 0 , 
t>>O, 
Djt=O+ = 66 K;min. 
Oj = 131 ~/min. t=oo 
Assuming the resputtering and evaporation rates are negli-
gible, then: 
,• . . 
D = 5 NiNNi + 5AlNAl (I.IJ·-.-1) 
The sputtering rates are independent of time so-: 
• • 
= 
5 Nilt=O+ NNi + 5AtJt~O+ NAl ( III-2) 
-· . I ._. 
- s I :N.l. .-t= 00 (III-3) 
U·rtae·r :st~Ja.dy· ,s·tate condi tion.s with respect to the tar-
.get: surface, the spµttering rate of each specie is a·,irectly 
::pr·o·portional to the :b_ulk. target composi.t·ion: 
• 
NNi _ ~i _ 0.8611 
- -
• 
(III-4) 
NAl xAl 0.1389 
• • • 
NAl = 0.1613 NNi (III-5) 
-151 
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With the known deposition rates and equations (III-2), 
(III-3), (III-5), a relc:.1tion ,vitl1 only the sticking coeffi-
cients can be derived as follows: 
(III-6) 
(III-7) 
131 ( III-8) = =-----------------
·1-.• ::9·:s:s 
·rrrr-9) 
From the electron rnicroprobe analysis, the sticking coeffi-
cient of aluminum is (see Appendix VI): 
s or . ~a .. ss A,{, t=00 · · ·· · 
It is also known that at t >> 0, sNilt=oo = 1.00 so by sub-
stituting these values into ,equation (III-9), the initial 
sticking coefficient of nickel on glass is: 
1.985 
.,,.,.. 
= 1.00 + (0.55)(0.1613) 
{sNilt=O+) + (0.55} {O.Ii513J 
APPENDIX IV 
Analysis of Sputtering Yield 
Versus Ion Energy 
An approximate expression for the sputtering yield 
as a function of ion energy is desired for ion energies 
above l kev. For the low ion energies below 10 kev, there 
are three~ • .eg_ions of the sputtering yield versus ion energy 
..__ . -
curve. At the ion energies of approximately 0.5 kev, the 
yield, s, is approximately a linear function of ion energy, 
E: 
.. 
:•* 0,, •. 5·, s C E ~' . ...... .E - ( IV-1) 
Conversely at the high energies above 5 kev, the sputter-
ing yield is approximately constant (increasing at a very 
slow rate) : 
E. >, :S:, s ~ CI I ·v· .. ··.(· ·_:· 2····)·" :: ··. -~·-,·-·· .. 
. - . . . . 
.F.o.r the present work, the; tr:a:nsi·tion region· o.etw.e:en. th:e·:s:e: 
two limits of· ion energ.i.es .. , between approxim·a:tel.y l kev and 
.-5 kev, is of c;on.ce.rn. The simplest expression for the sput~ 
tering yield as a function of t.h.e ion energy over this 
transition region is (43]: 
(IV-3)" 
where Eis the ion energy. and Et is the threshold energy 
.154 
for the ion-target atom combination. This gives the rela-
tion: 
l < E < 5, ( IV-4) 
The natural logarithm of x for x > ~ can be expressed by 
the following series*: 
in X 
• • • (IV-5) 
The threshold energy of equation (IV-4) is on the order of 
0.02 kev (Table XIV) and with (E/Et) >>~,the series ex-
pansion may be used to give: 
(E/Et)-1 l (E/Et)-1 2 l (E/Et)-1 3 
S = k [ (E/Et) + I ( (E/E) ) + J ( (E/E)) + •••• ] 
t t 
(IV-6) 
.. 
. . . . ·1 
Considering the first three terms of the series to observe 
the basic form of the expression, equation (IV-7) reduces 
to: 
= k[ll - 3(Et) 
S 6 E (IV-8) 
The general form.of equation {IV-4) with the series expan-
sion of the natural logarithm is thus: 
*Standard Mathematical Tables, Chemical Rubber Co., 13th 
ed., p. 381. 
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S =a+ _Eb+ .£..r + ~ + •••• 
E1' E-' 
(IV-9) 
For E >> 0, equation (IV-9) gives the proper limit of S = 
a in agreen1cr1t \.Ji tl1 cc1uation ( IV-2). As tl1e energy decreases, 
the higher power terms contribute more to the value of the 
sputtering yield. 
To approximate equation (IV-9) by two terms, three 
terms, or more, high ion energy sputtering yield data is 
required. As shown in Table XIII, there is low ion energy 
data for both nickel and aluminum; however, there is no 
high ion energy data for nickel as there is for aluminum. 
+ The sputtering yield of nickel by Ar at high energies can 
be approximated from the high ion energy sputtering yield 
data of Bader et al. [44] for nitrogen bombarding nickel. 
Fdr constant ion energy and target material, the sputtering 
yi.eld can be taken proportional to the ion-target atom 
energy tran.s!.er terxn E> [431: 
c- -c.. ·-
where M1 and _M 2 are:: the masses of the bombarding ion and 
sputtered atom respectively. Thus the relation between the 
.sputtering yield of Ni by N+ of energy E, SNi I and the 2 N E' 2 
+ 
sputtering yield of Ni by of SNi I , I Ar. energy ]j;, . l.S: 
Ar E 
-·-
Ni 4 M MNi/(MAr 2 5Ar!E + f.1N i) Ar 
-
SNii - 4 
~2 MN i/ (r,~ 2 
2 
+ t-1N i) N2 E 
(IV-11) 
Substituting in the appropriate values: 
(IV-12) 
+ The sputtering yield of nickel by N2 of 5 kev ion energy 
is t:::12.3 by Bader et al. and this gives the sputtering yield 
of nickel by Ar+ of 5 kev ion energy as: 
SNi j 2 53 Ar 5 • 
Equation {IV-9) can be solved for then constants 
(i.e. for n terms) with n sputtering yield-ion energy value~ 
Table IV-1 gives the calculated values of the sputtering 
yield fat a four term expression, s ~a+~+ _c~ + d_, 
E E2 E3 
art.a for a two te::rm: expr.e!;rsion, ·S = a + !?., along with the E 
ptiblished values and the values of the constants. With the 
available data, the four term series represents the data 
·the :be·st. Comparing the two term serie~ to the four term 
:S~fr·i·es.; ·th.e agreement is very good for ion energie:s- above: 
l kev and is poor at the lower energies where the higher 
power terms are significant. With the desired result beirtg· 
a simple, fairly accurate expression for the sputtering 
yield above 1 kev, the two term expressions are sufficient. 
Thus for Figure 10 of the text, the. sputtering yield va-ria-
tions with ion energy are: 
5Nif Ar E = 2.6375 - 0.5375 
E 
sAl I r E = 2.1036 - 0.5182 E 
:1_5.8 
Table IV-1 
Data Points for Solution 
Four term, Ni 
Two term, Ni 
Four term, A!l 
* 2.53/5 2.10/1 
2.53/5 
2.00/5 
2.10/1 
1.24/0.6 
Two term, Ai 2.00/5 1.24/0.6 
1.52/0.6 
1.05/0.5 
* sputtering yield at energy E/ argon ion energy 
Values of Constants 
a b 
Four term, Ni +2.56558 -0.09005 
Two term, Ni +2.63750 -0.53750 
Four term, Ai +2.07600 -0.35449 
Two term, Ai +2.10360 -0.51820 
C 
-0.45226 
0 
-0.13334 
0 
-c·a1culate:d; ·sp.u·tte:ring yields 
0.70/0.2 
0.35/0.2 
d 
+0.07973 
0 
+0.02704 
0 
I:on. 
J3:ne:rgy 
Ni 
{published.) 
N. · .. .·.1 
{.f'b~r 
. . :·term) 
Ni 
;(twq 
_t:~_rrnJ 
Ai 
{pu·b lis,he:d): 
At 
:Cfo.ur-
te·.rmJ . 
A-t 
ft·WO: 
.. _ter.m) . 
'S •. (l kev 
4 •. 5· k.e.v 
4.0 kev· 
3.:5 kev 
3. 0. k:ev 
·2 • :5 .k.ev· 
2·.o ·k.ev 
1 .. s .kev: 
1.·0 kev· 
.0.·6 kev 
b'.S kev 
0-.•. 2 kev 
~·--··-. 
--- -·-
. .. . . ·. 
~-.. --.-~·· 
·-··----
... -~~' 
. ·-·-. . 
---·-
..... 
2.10 
1.52 
1.39 
0.70 
2 .53. 
2·.:5.2 
2.52 
·2.~:Q 
2· .49 
2.46 
2.42 
2.33 
2.10 
:1 •. 52: 
:I. ·20. 
.Q ... 7:0· 
·2: • .S.3: 
. .-·· '• ..... 
:2. 52: 
. •: .... 
. . 
:2= .• s.o· 
2.4i8· 
2.46 
2.42 
2.37 
2.28 
2.10 
1.74 
1.56 
-0.05 
:.:f..59 
~--·--.··:-.· 
. ·' ··. _.·-· 
----~ 
~-'~--·~ 
-·---·--
1.24 
1.05 
0. 35 
·.2: .•. 00: 
1.9:9. 
l.9S: 
'1 .• :9.6· 
l.94 
1.91 
1.87 
1.79 
1.62 
1.24 
I.OS 
0.35 
2.~· 00· 
1.99 
. .. 
1. 9:7 
1.96: 
:1 ... 93 
1.90 
1.84 
1.76 
1.59 
1.24 
1.07 
-4.87 
APPENDIX V 
Analysis of Deposition Rate 
for Ni-Al Alloy Target 
• 
,, 
The net deposition rate D for the Ni-Al alloy target 
is expressed as: 
By assuming the resputtering and evaporation rates are 
neglible, the net deposition rate is: 
• • • 
D = 5 NiNNi + 5 AlNAl 
(V-1) 
(V-2) 
By also assuming that initially, i.e. t=O+, sNi = sAl which 
is effectively assuming a sticking coefficient for the 
alloy, i.e. sNi = sAl = salloy' the net deposition rate 
• 
. J.S·: 
• • • 
'D . Pa.lloy (NNi + NAl) ·(\t-·3) 
.. 
N- .. ~ x· ~ * J * Y···· Ni N~ ·Ni 
it,'· 
.it = 
... . 
N + N == J· * (x y + x y ) ·· ..• iti . . . . :Al Ni Ni Al Al {V-4) 
J. ;:: !_/A 
• 
.. . . 
J ·-= . ton :f lu-x = ions 2 
cm sec 
I= iofi current= ions/sec 
1.60 
A= target area= cm 2 
The ion current is directly proporational to the net D.C. 
bias kilovoltage, which is equal to the R.F. kilovoltage, 
so: 
av= r/c dt ....... I ex VRF 
This gives the ion flux as: 
J ex VRF (V-6) 
By considering two conditions, 1 and 2, the ratio of the 
sputtering can be expressed as: 
(NNi + NA1>l 1 
(NNi + NA! >I 2 
-
-
VRFll xNijl .YNifl + xAlll YA1f 1 
= VRFl2 * ~i/2 YNiJ2 + xAlll YA1l1 (V-7) 
By combining the net depdsition rate relation, 
:eq·uatto.n- (·v.-3J· ,. :w.ith the s-put·tering rate relation, equation 
(v·~7::)·_, the :ratio o_f tll~- depositio.11 rates f.o·r two conditions 
... . . 
1<$: 
.. 
_
6
_1 = s a J,ioy I 1 * _(N_· N_i _+_N_A_l_)_f _1 
D2 5 alloyl2 (NNi + NA!) 12 
. D:l_.. ·.s 11 j l _ __ : ··a_ -oy XNil 1 ¥Nil 1 + XA1f 1 YA1I l 
xNif2 YNi12 + xA112 YA1l2 I)2 - sa11oyl2 
'· . 
The target. is an alloy so under steady state 
,. 
conditions, the sputt~ring rate of eac-b S:peci¢, 'is prd-
:por·tional to the· a·toftlic fraction of each ·s:pe:c;·ie in the 
J 
>. 
·16·.1 
target: 
(V-10) 
The composition of the target is (Table IV): 
93.l wt.% Ni ........ 0.8611 at. fract. Ni 
6 • 9 wt . % A 1 ..... ... 0 • 13 8 9 at . fr act . A 1 
and thus equation (V-10) becomes: 
• 
NNi 0.8611 
---
. 0.1389 
NAl 
Expanding the sputtering rate of each specie: 
( x__ • I . ) ( J . ) ( YN . I . ) 
.Nl l. l. l l i=l,2 
---------= (XA·1I i) (Ji) (yAlf i) 
0.8611 
0.1389 
(xNifi) (yNili) 0.8611 
-
( XA 1 J i ) ( y A 1 I i ) - O • 13 8 g i=l, 2 
:The :to·t.-~l composition. must be 100 at·omic %: 
·• 1··. 2' 
_J. . . I .. 
.x_N·. ·· ... _. -j. • + x7\_· .1_--._ I·_. = 1. 00 • . l .· ·1 . . . . . ;tl l.. 
':•._ • t .• , I·=-1., 2 
(V-11) 
(V-13) 
(:·V~l.4:) 
(V--.. 15). 
.•... ·1': .. 2··· 
·1--:· ···: 
.. ~-.ii' ·. 
' XNi Ii * 
1 - xN.j_. . 
YNif i 
YA1I i 
_ 0:. 8-6'l.l 
0.1389 (V~.-161 1 .l 
Equat·±o·ns (.V-16J ., (V-15) and (V-9) are the 
governing re1a·tio11S bec~·µse the va::lues needed are known 
as follows: 
v is measured,· 
·RF 
yNi and yAl are found from published data, 
0 1.62 
............... 
• Dis known from D vs. t relation, 
s may be assumed equal to s 11 2 alloy 1 a oy 
at t=O+. 
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APPENI)IX VI 
Aluminum StickiricJ c~cJc:f f ic~icr1t Calculation 
for 93.lNi - 6.9A£ Alloy Target 
The average composition of the sputtered thin film 
is Ni-3.947 wt.% A£ from the Ni-6.9 wt.% A£ alloy target. 
With steady state conditions at the target surface, the sput-
tering rate for each specie is: 
-
-
0.1389 
0.8611 (VI-1) 
By assuming the resputtering and evaporation rates are neg-
ligible, the deposition rate for each specie may be expressed 
as: 
--= 
•• 
DAR, 
-
-
• 
DNi 
0.0821 
0.9179 
(VI-3) 
Taking the sticking coefficient of Ni equal to unity and 
substituting equation (VI-1) and (VI-3) into equation 
(VII-2), the sticking coefficient of aluminum is calculated 
as: 
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• • 
*NNi 
SA.t - 8 Ni 
* DAt 
-
• 
NAt 
• 
DNi 
5 A1 = 0.5543 
...... 
APPENDIX VII 
Target Composition Calculation 
For Ni-Ta Plasma-Sprayed Targets 
By rearranging equation (31) of the text for the 
ratio of the target compositions, the equation • is: 
(VII-1) --- -
XTa 
The sticking coefficients of nickel and tantalum are as-
sumed to be unity. The sputtering yield of nickel is taken 
from Figure 10. Using the analysis of Appendix IV based on 
the 5 kv and 0.6 kv data of Table XIII, the sputtering yield 
of tantalum is given by: 
0.30682 Y['a. '.::: 1.111.4- V RF 
.T.his rel.at-ion· g:iv·e:s ·the· sputtering y:i·e:ld· of tantalum a:s 
0. 9 8 for 2. 3 kv < V RF < 2. 4 kv. The cornposi tion values.: 
· used in equation (VII-1) are the atom fractions. Also: ·th:e 
total composition is expressed as: 
X = Ta 1 - ~i (VII-2) 
The following table gives the values used and the solution 
to. equations (VII-1) and (VII-2) for the "expected" target 
composition • 
5Ni 5Ta VRF YNi 
(---) (---) (kv) (a~OJT1S) 
10n 
1.00 1.00 2.37 2.41 
1.00 1.00 2.41 2.41 
1.00 1.00 2.30 2.40 
Yra ( DNi I DTa) 
~i X-ra 
(n~on1s) 
1011 
(--) (--) (wt.%) (wt.9b) 
o. 98 c 98 . 84 / 1 • 16 ) 97. 2 
o.98 c 93.57 / 6.43) ss.s 
0. 98 ( 9 3 . 13 / 6. 8 7 ) 84. 7 
.7.'. 
1.6;7:. 
2.8 
14.5 
15.3 
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